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Cover from item 31:

ZUBLER, Leonhard.
Novum Instrumentum Geometricum [with] Fabrica et usus instrumenti chorographici.

1. [BOECE, Hector].
Descrittione del regno di Scotia.		
Anversa, il di primo di Gennaio [London, John Wolfe], 1588						
		

£1,750

FIRST EDITION THUS. Folio. Pp. (viii) 54. Mainly Italic letter. Printer’s device to tp, figural and floriated head and
tail pieces and initials. Bookplate of Baron Horace de Landau (1824-1903) to pastedown with shelf mark, sticker above.
Light age yellowing, a few leaves slightly browned, foxing in places. A good clean copy with generous margins in C19 half
calf over marbled boards, spine gilt, green silk marker, minimal wear to spine and corners.
Appealing Italian translation by Petruccio Ubaldini (c. 1524-1600) of the 1527 Historia Gentis Scotorum by the Scottish philosopher and historian, Hector Boece (1465-1536). The work by Boece was one of the first scholarly histories of Scotland and
was enormously popular and influential. It is somewhat flowery and inaccurate, with significant bias toward the Scots, yet its
attractive writing style led to both the church and the crown’s approval. It was translated from Latin into French and into Scots
by John Hellenden, and was used as the basis for many later iterations of Scottish historiography, eventually forming part of the
inspiration for Shakespeare’s Macbeth. It included a description of the now extinct Eurasian beaver and was heavily complimentary toward Boece’s patron, James IV.
The present work is a free Italian translation of Boece’s Description. It is ‘well printed in a fine Italic type’, and despite the
Antwerp imprint ‘there can be no doubt that this book was printed in London by John Wolfe. He obtained a license for it 27th
November 1587, and his name appears on the title of several other of Ubaldini’s books published about this time.’ (Pforzheimer
1015). The history of Scotland is of personal importance to Ubaldini as he fought for England against the Scots at the Siege of
Haddington in 1548. He dedicated this work to Sir Christopher Hatton (1540-1591), an English politician, Lord Chancellor
and favourite of Elizabeth I. Sections of the work describe the habits of the peoples of Scotland, its natural landscape, including its
abundance of ‘lakes’, the national dress, and an extensive section describes how the Scots harvested and processed pearls. Ubaldini
compares the Scots to Norwegian peoples, and explains the differences between the many Scottish isles.
Petruccio Ubaldini was a Tuscan soldier, employed by Henri VIII and Edward VI. He grew in prominence to become a favoured
calligraphist and illuminator at the court of Elizabeth I, writing various accounts on the history and culture of Britain as well as
important verbal portraits of Queen Elizabeth at court. In Lewis Einstein’s words, Petruccio Ubaldini is ‘an example of the better
type of the Italian adventurers then to be found at every European court’ (Einstein, 1902, p 190); and an adventurer he was,
like many of the Italian expatriates in Tudor England. On his activities at court, a modern critic writes that ‘from 1562 onwards,
he was able to fill the vacuum left by the rupture in official diplomatic and ecclesiastical contacts between England and Italy. He
became almost the only well-placed Italian reporter of English affairs during the second half of the sixteenth century. … Ubaldini, .. corresponded with the secretaries of the Dukes of Florence and numbered Henrey Fitzalan, Earl of Arundel, Walsingham,
William Cecil, Lord Thomas Howard and other important personages amongst his acquaintances. Certainly Queen Elizabeth
thought his services were valuable enough to grant him a salary.’ (Bugliani). .. Ubaldini is the author of 12 works, all of them
composed and/or published in England between 1564 and 1597.” Giovanni Iamartino. ‘Representations of Elizabeth I in Early
Modern Culture.’
ESTC S118915; Pforzheimer 1015; Lowndes Vol VII 2738; Woodfield 51, “ This is the only use of a specifically fictitious imprint in any of Ubaldini’s books.”
L3651

2. BOEMUS, Johann.
I costumi, le leggi, et le usanze di tutte le genti […] di nuovo aggiuntovi il quarto libro. 					
			
Venice, Domenico Farri, 1573								

		

£1,650
8vo, ff. 240. Italic letter. Printer’s device on t-p, woodcut historiated initials, typographical ornaments. Intermittent waterstain towards gutter of some initial gatherings, occasional slight age yellowing and foxing to first 20 ll., browning to one central
gathering, small wormholes to fly, blank margins of t-p and lower blank margin of last 6 ll. A good copy in early vellum, small
worm loss to upper cover, traces of ties, ms. title to spine. Printed stubs from ‘Lettere del signor Francesco Visdomini’ (1626).
Attractive copy of the Italian translation of this bestseller on ethnography by Johann Boemus, including a fascinating addition on
the New World by the Italian Girolamo Giglio. First published in 1520 and counting almost fifty editions over the course of the
16th century, Boemus’ work was translated, adapted and even plagiarised several times in many European languages. This Italian translation was made by the Venetian Lucio Fauno – pseudonym of the humanist Giovanni Tarcagnota (c. 1508-1566) –
and first printed in 1542, while Giglio’s fourth book on the Americas appeared for the first time printed by Giglio himself in 1558.
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Born in Aub (Lower Franconia) and chaplain of the Teutonic Order – hence the epithet of ‘Aubanus Teutonicus’ – Hans
Böhm or Johann Boemus (c.1485-1535) was a German humanist, poet and canon of the Lutheran church of Ulm Minster.
This extremely successful treatise, commonly known with the Latin title ‘Omnium Gentium Mores, Leges et Ritus’, is the first
ethnographic work of the Early modern period. Mainly based on classical and humanistic authors, it is an encyclopaedia of the
customs, institutions and rites of all peoples, “both those who once were and those now in the world”. The work is divided into
three books, each dedicated to one of the three continents of the Old World. Book I, on Africa, opens with two chapters on the
origin of humanity: the first reporting the biblical account, the second presenting the ideas of the ancient philosophers; then, it
focuses on Aethiopians (“the first of all mortal men”) and Egyptians. Book II, on Asia, is a voyage through Assiria, Giudea,
Media, Parthia, Persia, India, Scithia, Tartaria and Turkey. Book III, on Europe, is perhaps the most detailed, dealing not only
with the customs of major nations, but also with those of specific regions within them.
Girolamo Giglio (active: 1541-1560) was a priest, printer and publisher who worked alone and with his brothers in Venice and
Rome. He was the first to came up with the innovative idea of adding a fourth book (ll.go 193-240) on the Americas to Boemus’
ethnographic treatise. It was based on the Italian translations of López de Gómara’s history of Mexico and the Indies (Rome,
1555-56): “This choice may be understood as an attempt to make Giglio’s addition competitive on the Venetian book market,
still influenced by the recent appearance of the third volume of Navigationi et viaggi (1556) by Giovanni Battista Ramusio,
which dealt with the Americas, but did not include Gómara” (Marcocci). A brief but exhaustive account of the customs of the
New World, Giglio’s book adopts a perspective that is favourable to the Indians – in contrast to the moral and religious condemnation of their traditions and social organization that can often be read in other contemporary works. A curious note is that, in
Giglio’s pages, the discoverer of America is called “Christoforo Palombo”, instead of ‘Colombo’. Interestingly, this seems to be the
only work in which this particular variation of his name appears.
USTC 815056; Alden 573/10. See Brunet I, p. 1030 and Graesse I, p. 461, Sabin 6119. Not in Adams or BM STC It.
16th century. G. Marcocci, The Globe on Paper: Writing Histories of the World in Renaissance Europe and the Americas
(Oxford 2020).
L3495

3. BRANCACCIO, Giulio Cesare.
Della nuova disciplina & vera arte militare del Brancatio libri VIII.
Venice, presso Aldo, 1585							

			

		

£2,650

Folio in 4s. pp. 201 [i.e., 200, several misnumbered], lacking final blank. Italic letter, with Roman, text within typographical border. Woodcut Aldine armorial vignette to t-p, woodcut initials and tailpieces, some with grotesques and caryatids.
T-p and first leaf with couple of marginal finger marks, a few ll. slightly browned from poorly dried paper, occasional very
minor marginal spotting. A very good, wide-margined, clean copy in contemporary limp vellum, wanting rear fep, traces
of ties, title inked to spine and lower edge, small scattered old stains. Occasional pencilled underlining.
Only Aldine edition of this famous military manual. Giulio Cesare Brancaccio (1515-86) lived the life of the ‘ideal courtier’ in
northern Italy, as a gentleman-soldier, actor, singer (at the court of Ferrara) and writer. Alfonso d’Este allegedly imposed as a
condition on Brancaccio’s coming that he should not brag about his military achievements (Newcomb, ‘The Madrigal’, 95), of
which he was notoriously proud, after his campaigns with Charles V, Henry II and Francis I, as well as the Spaniards in Tunis,
across the 1550s-70s. ‘Il Brancatio’, from its original title, was first published in 1582; this edition was a reprint. It is based on
an abridged translation of Julius Caesar’s ‘De bello gallico’—‘no less useful than necessary to those who wish to know the true
military discipline and art’. After a long dedication ‘to Princes’, Brancaccio presents a short treatise on the legions and arms of
the Romans. The following chapters include extracts marked ‘Cesare’, with an excerpt from ‘De bello gallico’ usually focusing
on specific battles, each followed by an ‘avvertimento’ by Brancaccio, based on his military experience, highlighting the strengths
and weaknesses of the winners and the defeated. The work attempted ‘to bridge the gap in C16 military theory between simple
translations of Latin treatises, which had been the staple fare for professional officers for at least the past hundred years, and
practical contemporary experience, through which to mediate classical theory and modern realities’ (Wistreich, ‘Warrior’, 115).
Aldus the Younger kept in his personal library a ms. copy of this work (Russo, ‘Machiavelli’, 254)—the only military one by a
contemporary author, and one of only three on this subject, printed by the Aldine press.
Renouard 235:2; Brunet II, 1201; Cockle 557. F. Verrier, ‘Soldats et traités d’art militaire au XVIe siècle’, Lettere italiane
41 (1989), 366-97; E. Russo, ‘Machiavelli negli scritti di Aldo Manuzio il Giovane’, Italianistica 30 (2001), 241-72; R.
Wistreich, Warrior, Courtier, Singer (Aldershot, 2007).
L3377/2
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4. CAMDEN, William.
Annales Rerum Anglicarum, et Hibernicarum, regnante Elizabetha.
Leiden, ex Officina Elzeviriana, 1625									

		

£1,500

FIRST COMPLETE EDITION. 8vo. Pp. (xxx) 856 (xx). Roman letter. Engraved architectural tp border with royal
arms, ornamental initials and exquisite full page engraved portrait of Elizabeth I by Crispin van Queboren. Bookplate to
pastedown of Robert J. Hayhurst, autograph Delamson De Louebere to fep, below pencil description of engravings, autograph ‘Demoré Chappelain 1709’ to tp. Light age yellowing, water stain to lower outer corner and upper inner gutter of
first ten leaves and a few later ones. A good clean copy in contemp. calf, repaired, wear at corners and small hole to covers,
spine gilt with red morocco label, all edges speckled.
First complete edition of this ground-breaking study of the reign of Elizabeth I. Parts 1-3 had been published in 1615, and Part 4,
covering the years 1589-1603 in 1625. In the present edition they combine for the first time and form the first full-scale history of
Elizabeth’s reign. They were enormously influential in how the queen was perceived in later times. Camden composed his annals
in a deliberately classical style and form; he desired to emulate the historiography of Polybius and Tactius, writing in a manner
which assessed “Why, How, and To what end, things have been done, and Whether the thing done hath succeeded according to
Reason; and all that remains will be an idle Sport and Foolery, than a profitable Instruction: and thought for the present it may
delight, for the future it cannot profit” (Camden, The Authour to the Reader, Annales). This approach to the study of history
is in many ways similar to Francis Bacon; as both valued state affairs as the most important and chief of subjects, a Tacitean
approach.
The work was suggested to Camden by William Cecil, 1st Baron Burghley. Camden’s sources, at least those that he explicitly
mentions, are the ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer, John Fortescue, and Henry Cuffe, the secretary of Robert Devereux, 2nd Earl
of Essex. The events are not written in a continuous narrative, but instead in an antiquated style where events of each year are
provided in separate entries. Events are allegedly spun in order to encourage a pro-Elizabeth perspective, and indeed the work
is credited with propagating the influential myth of Elizabeth as a protestant heroine. What is often accepted as Elizabeth’s own
words are actually Camden’s paraphrases of conversations and speeches, and some critics state he altered his account in order to
placate James I, describing events like the dealings with Mary, Queen of Scots in a biased fashion. Not only an important source
on Elizabeth herself, the work provide detailed information on contemporaneous events in Scotland, Ireland, and wider Europe
as well as socio-economic issues, political affairs and disputes, military conflicts and geographical exploration.
Particularly desirable is the attractive full page engraving of the queen by the Dutch painter and engraver, Crispin van Queborn
(1604-1652). He produced a number of engravings of various English and Dutch royalty.
Brunet Vol I 1511; Willem 227; This ed. not in Lowndes.
L3158

5. CICERO, Marcus Tullius.
De oratore libri III. De optimo genere oratorum. De claris oratoribus. Scholia Pauli Manutii.
Venice, Paulus Manutius, 1569								
						

		

£1,750

8vo, pp. 543 (xlix). Italic letter, printer’s device to t-p. Light age yellowing, last fol. slightly soiled, short tear to one lower
margin, small worm holes to final ll. affecting half a dozen letters in total. Occasional early marginalia, smudged in a few
places, early ms. corrections to misprinted page-numbers. A good copy in C17 polished sheep over boards, single gilt rule
to outer edges, spine with raised bands, floral and leaves ornaments gilt in compartments, two tiny worm holes at tail, gilt
title label. Marbled endpapers, a.e.r.
Charming Aldine edition of Cicero’s rhetorical works, including a detailed commentary (scholia) by Paulus Manutius. The
youngest son of Aldus, Paulus (1512-1574) was a very influential publisher and one of the most prominent humanists of the
Late Italian Renaissance. He was especially engaged in Latin literature, and a passionate Ciceronian. His outstanding reputation as a scholar was built upon his editions and commentaries on the works of Cicero: “no man had a juster conception of the
beauties of this great Roman orator and philosopher, and no man has more successfully imitated his style” (Dibdin). The text of
Cicero, revised and corrected by Paulus, is reproduced from the 1546 edition, and the commentary from 1564.
The greatest orator of the Late Republic, Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43BC) was a Roman statesman, lawyer and scholar.
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Although he was a ‘homo novus’, namely the first in his family to achieve public office, he soon became one of the leading political
figures of the era of Julius Caesar, Pompey, Marc Antony and Octavian. Defined by Quintilian as ‘eloquence itself ’, he put his legal skills to the service of politics. This volume is a remarkable collection of his works on rhetoric, in which he presents the canons
of this complex discipline, its history, and teaches how to use it. The first three works are often referred to as Cicero’s “Rhetoric
Trilogy”. ‘De Oratore’ (55 BC), a platonic dialogue in three books, is a detailed exposition of the moral qualities, skills and techniques required by the ideal orator, as well as a presentation of rhetoric as a form of art. ‘De Claris Oratoribus’ (46 BC), also a
dialogue, is a history of eloquence which illustrates the personalities of great orators, predecessors and contemporaries of Cicero.
More commonly known as ‘Brutus’, one of its protagonists is Marcus Brutus who, less than two years later, stabbed Julius Caesar
to death. ‘Orator’ (46 BC) is a continuation of the debate between Cicero and Brutus, in which the author defines the three goals
of rhetoric as “docere, delectare, et movere”, that is, ‘to teach, entertain and move’ the audience. The fourth and last work is ‘De
optimo genere oratorum’ (46 BC), a brief treatise in which Cicero defends his oratorical style and anticipates some of the ideas
developed and expanded in his later ‘De Oratore’.
USTC 822452; Adams C1690; Renouard 206:6. Not in BM STC It. 16th century, Brunet or Graesse. T.F. Dibdin, An
introduction to the knowledge of rare and valuable editions of the Greek and Latin Classics I (London, 1827).
L3737

HUSBAND, WIFE AND HOUSEHOLD
6. CLEAVER, Robert and DOD, John.
A godly forme of houshold gouernment, for the ordering of priuate families, according to the direction of Gods
Word.
London, [Eliot’s Court Press for] the assignes of Thomas Man, 1630				

£2,950
8vo. 192 unnumbered leaves: A-Z⁸, Aa⁸, first and last blank. Roman letter, some Italic. Small woodcut initials, typographic ornaments, ‘J. Lowell 1723’ on fly, (loose) repeated on title, ‘Charles Lowell’ on f.f.e.p., book-label of Arnold Muirhead on pastedown. Age yellowing, light browning and spotting (poorish paper). A good clean copy, in contemporary calf,
covers bordered with double blind and double gilt rules, spine gilt ruled in compartments, upper joint worn, restoration
to head and tail of spine and corners. a.e.r.
Excellent edition, the third, of this most interesting and influential example of “conduct” literature. The authors, both English
Protestant ministers, emphasise the need for good order and obedience, and make an analogy between the household and the
kingdom as a whole. The work, first published in 1614, was developed by John Dod from a 1598 pamphlet by his co-author
Robert Cleaver. It took material from a sermon published in 1591, ‘A Preparative for Marriage’ by Henry Smith. Dod helped to
expand the work in its many later editions. The works structure and content are outlined on the title page: the duties of husband
to wife and wife to husband; parental duties to children and children’s duties to parents; masters’ duties to servants and servants’
to masters. The husband’s first duty is to love his wife as his own flesh, then to govern her in all duties that properly concern the
state of marriage, in knowledge, in wisdom, judgment, and justice. “The obedience that the wife oweth to her husband dependeth
upon this subjection of her will and wisdom unto him.”
“In 1612, John Dod and Robert Cleaver published a lengthy guide to domestic living. ‘A godly form of household government’
.. commenced with what had become a conventional metaphor for the well-managed family unit; ‘An Householde is as it were
a little common-wealth, by the good Government whereof, Gods glories may be advanced, the commonwealth which standeth of
severall families benefited, and all that live in that familie receive much comfort and commodite.” There was a division of labour
between the ‘Chiefe Govenour, which is the Husband’, and ‘secondly a Fellow-helper, which is the wife’. The governors role was
ordained by God and in turn he possessed important spiritual responsibilities. .. The authors were not content however to sketch
the formal roles and duties. They proceeded to describe the relations between husband and wife in terms which were less hierarchal than their initial model and more aware of the significance of boundaries of communication within a household and between
its members and the surrounding neighbourhood. For Dod and Cleaver, a marriage was founded on an intimate exchange of
physical and personal knowledge.” David Vincent. ‘Privacy: A Short History.’
“A Godly Form of Household Government, .. sold so well that it underwent nine editions in the period, and it is of particular
interest to readers of Othello for the analogy it develops between the right ordering of the patriarchal family and the state, for its
discussion of the potential dangers of friendship, for the details of the marital advice it offers to both wives and husbands, and for
its comments on the proper response to infidelity” Jessica Slights, editor, “Othello”.
ESTC S117160. STC 5388. Hull, Chaste, Silent and Obedient.
													

L3602
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7. [ESTIENNE, Charles].
Abbregé de l'histoire des vicontes et ducz de Milan […] Extraict en partie, du livre de Paulus Jouius. […]
Paris, Charles Estienne (ed., tr.), 1552									

£1,750
4to, A4-L4, M2 (46 ll.). Roman letter. Printer’s device on t-p, woodcut floriated initials, 10 fine ¾ page woodcut portraits of the Visconti of Milan. Slight age yellowing, minimal light waterstain to lower outer corners. A very good, clean,
wide-margined copy in vellum over boards by Alfred Farez (French binder, active 1909-1930), covers and spine triple gilt
ruled, a couple of small ink spots to lower corner of upper cover, gilt title and date to spine, inner edges double gilt ruled.
A very good copy of this beautifully illustrated biographical history of the dukes and viscounts of Renaissance Milan. By the
erudite printer Charles Estienne, it comprises, for the most part, a summary of Giovio’s biography of the Visconti family, first
published by his brother Robert Estienne in 1549. Paolo Giovio (1483-1552) was an Italian physician, historian and catholic
bishop. In the dedication of this edition, Charles praises Giovio’s historical work and explains that he realised an abbreviated
version for the readers who want to learn and enjoy “great things”, but do not have much time to dedicate to reading. Moreover,
he adds that although Latin would have been more elegant, he translated the text into French because this is the language that
the majority of people understand and that it is “nowadays even more spread across the entire world, than Latin was at the time
of the Romans”.
However, this is not a just a simple summary of Giovio, as Charles specifies that he “included those [useful] pieces of information
that the author might have omitted”. In fact, following a chronological order, Charles integrated Giovio’s biographies of twelve
Visconti with those of other members of the family who are not mentioned by the first author (such as Eriprando, founder of the
dynasty). Moreover, he included the history of The Della Torre family, which ruled in Milan before being ousted by the Visconti
in 1277, and of the Sforza, which acquired the Dutchy following the extinction of the Visconti at the half of the 15th century.
Charles also records the two periods of French occupation under Louis XII (1499–1512) and Francis I (1515-1521), concluding the work with the biography of Francesco II Sforza (1495-1535), the last of his dynasty.
This edition is embellished with ten nearly full-page woodcut portraits of the Visconti, reproduced here by Charles Estienne
from the 1549 edition of Giovio. Charles states that these pictures make reading even more enjoyable and interesting, because
“le visage est le mirouer du cueur” (‘the face is the mirror of the heart’). These splendid woodcuts were delicately engraved by the
great Geoffroy Tory (1480-1533), French engraver, humanist and official printer of King Francis I of France. They are copies of
the illuminated portraits that appear in the original manuscript of Giovio (preserved in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France).
USTC 6241; Renouard 104:12; Adams G696; Brunet III, p. 584; Graesse III, p. 490.
L3385

8. FEATLEY, Daniel.
Roma Ruens, Romes Ruine.
London, Thomas Purslow, 1644 								

£1,950
FIRST EDITION. 4to. Pp. (xviii) 62. Roman letter, some Italic. Title within typographical border, full page frontispiece
woodcut of burning tower of Babylon, ornamental head and tail pieces. Contemp. ms numerals at upper outer corner of tp
and frontispiece. Many edges untrimmed, very slight age yellowing, ink splashes to blank verso of last, a good clean copy
with generous margins in modern calf.
The Puritan Apologist Daniel Featley (1582-1645) was known for his anti-Catholic views and continual disputes with Jesuits.
His plain speaking manner is also present in Rome Ruens, which sought to challenge the authority of Rome, and of the Pope.
Featley’s views were developed through the patronage of his benefactor, John Rainolds, a leading Puritan spokesman. Fame so
spread of Featley’s skill at debate that he even engaged in a heated discussion with King James, the contents of this conversation
later published by Featley in ‘Cygnes Cantio: or learned Decisions and…Pious Directions for Students in Divinitie, delivered
by…King James at Whitehall’ in 1629. He was involved in the translation of the famous King James Bible, demonstrating his
strong, albeit tumultuous, relationship with the monarchy. Featley was a chaplain in ordinary to Charles I. Featley’s 1626 publication entitled Ancilla Pietatis was a favourite read of Charles’s during the political chaos of the civil war. Featley served the
English ambassador at Paris, Sir Thomas Edmondes, and during this time delivered audaciously anti-Catholic sermons which
were published in his Calvis Mystica in 1636. English Theologian Peter Heylyn called Featley “a Calvinist always in his heart”,
though Featley did not shy from defending the Church of England in his many debates. During the tumult of the civil war Featley
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avoided two assassination attempts as well as being subject to violence and robbery.
Featley was eventually imprisoned for his controversial views and his ongoing loyalty to Charles I, and it is during this period
that he wrote this treatise against the Roman Catholics at the request of parliament. While writing it, says his nephew, he was
allowed three books at a time from his library. Featley was plagued with bad health throughout his life, and after eighteen months’
confinement he was permitted upon bail to transfer to Chelsea College for change of air. However, shortly afterwards he died of
asthma and dropsy, on the 17th April 1645, and on the 21st was buried according to his own wishes in the chancel of Lambeth
church, ‘at which time a very great multitude of persons of honour and quality attended the funeral rites.’ (‘A Puritan’s Mind’,
Biography of Daniel Featley).
ESTC R4369; Not in Lowndes.
L1609

9. FILESAC, Jean.
De idolatria magica, dissertatio.
Paris, ex officina Nivelle apud Sébastien Cramoisy, 1609							
		

£2,750

FIRST EDITION. 8vo., ff. (viii) 73 (iii). Roman and italic letter. Printer’s device on t-p, woodcut floriated and historiated initials, headpieces with foliage, animals and putti. T-p dusty, age yellowing, some marginal spotting, tiny wormhole
to outer blank margin of first 6 ll., slight waterstain to outer edge of last gathering. A good copy in contemporary limp
vellum, covers a bit soiled, small hole to upper cover, missing ties. Early ms. note to front paste down, autograph “Samuel
Hundius, Romae 1652, φρονεῖν εἰς τό σωφρονεῖν” to t-p.
Rare first edition of this fascinating treatise against illicit magic.
A Parisian theologian and priest, Jean Filesac (1550-1638) was rector of the Sorbonne in 1586 and as such was addressed by Giordano Bruno in his ‘Camoeracensis Acrotismus’. Afterwards, he became dean of the Faculty of Theology and later served as confessor of Ravaillac, the assassin of Henry IV. He was regarded as a pious and godly man.
Announcing his death in a letter of April 7, 1638, Gui Patin (1601-1972) – doctor and dean of the Faculty of Medicine in Paris – described him as “more than an octogenarian, a man of great learning and eminent for many virtues”.
‘De idolatria magica dissertatio’ (Dissertation on magical idolatry) is aimed at demonstrating the diabolical character of magic,
using a collection of quotations from ancient authors, church fathers and church councils. In the seven chapters, Filesac presents
the Devil’s malefic powers and where they come from, he describes demons, the use of spells, magic words, exorcisms, sacrifices
and rejects the use of magic in medicine. Interestingly, Numa Pompilius – the legendary king credited with introducing Rome’s
most important religious institutions – is condemned as ‘artifex supersitionis’ (master of superstition) and used as an example
to define magic as a form of idolatry. In this treatise, Filesac “asserted that the transportation of witches to nocturnal sabbats
had been so thoroughly proved by the most erudite men of the age, that, if anyone any longer cherished any doubt about it, he
should be judged not only a wanderer from the Christian faith and religion but as sadly deficient in reason and judgement.
Filesac futher affirmed that magicians, sorcerers and witches in his time in the Christian world far surpassed in number all
the brothels and houses of ill fame. These vehement declarations of Filesac were not, however, generally accepted, for he complains that these servants of Satan are held to be innocent and harmless, that evils for which they are responsible are attributed
to chance or vulgar error, and that some men have become so insane as to deny boldly the existence of demons” (Thorndike).
“Samuel Hundius” is almost certainly the German poet and historian Samuel Hund (1620 – after 1680). He wrote mainly in
his youth, often using the pseudonym ‘Numa Sedulis’. Born in Bickau, close to Herzberg in Saxony, he studied jurisprudence
in Helmstedt and later in Strasbourg. In 1657, Hund was appointed electoral councillor by the Saxon elector Johann Georg II.
He travelled to Italy, France and the Netherlands, and owned a significant private library, which was auctioned after his death.
The short Greek sentence ‘φρονεῖν εἰς τό σωφρονεῖν’ is a quotation from Paul’s Gospel (Romans 12:3), which can be literally translated as ‘so to think as to think soberly’ and it is an invitation to be modest, and think with proper moderation and judgement.
USTC 6017101; Caillet 3934; Goldsmith F232. Not in Brunet or Graesse. L. Thorndike, A History of Magic and Experimental Science (1958), p. 540. On Hund, see: R. Jürgensen, Melos conspirant singuli in unum: Repertorium bio-bibliographicum zur Geschichte des Pegnesischen Blumenordens in Nürnberg (1644-1744) (2006), p. 102-103. Worldcat
records only two copies in the US.
L2582
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HANDSOME BINDING CELEBRATING THE ARMADA VICTORY?
10. FLACIUS, Matthias.
Ecclesiastica historia.
Basel, J. Oporinus, [1564] 										

£2,500
Folio. Parts 1-3 only. pp. (xxxvi) 382 (xix); (viii) 683 (liv); (viii) 283 [i.e., 281] (xxii); (viii) 319 (xxxvi). Italic letter, with
Roman, double column. Woodcut printer’s device to t-p, decorated initials. Intermittent very light water stain to lower
outer blank corner, t-p a little dusty, small tear to upper edge to first k4, penultimate leaf a bit dust-soiled, lower outer
blank corner of last couple of ll. a bit softened, small ink burn to outer blank margin of last three ll. A very good, clean
copy in contemporary polished calf over wooden boards, rebacked preserving original spine, lacking clasps, double blind
ruled to a panel design, outer border with blind-stamped falcon on a globe surmounted by English Royal crown, Golden
Fleece hanging by a chain from Imperial Crown, and a cherub blowing air (the wind?); inner border with blind-stamped
heads within roundels with ornaments and binder’s initials RB, centre panel with lozenge-shaped design with decorated
rolls in blind and oval stamp with unicorn arms (perhaps slightly later), raised bands, some loss to lower edges, scattered
worm holes to boards. C15 rubricated ms. (Cistercian breviary) used as spine lining just visible at hinges, C16 inscription
‘segregate mihi paulum et Barnabam in opus ad quos assumpsi eos’ (Acts 13), booklabels ‘E.PH.G.’ (E.P. Goldschmidt)
and J.R. Abbey to front pastedown, another (modern) of K.J. Hewett and modern shelfmark label to rear pastedown.
In a handsome C16 English binding—a copy formerly in the fine collection of the bookseller and scholar E.P. Goldschmidt, also
illustrated in his book on Gothic and Renaissance bindings. The heraldic roll may represent ‘the emblems of Queen Mary (15538) and her husband, King Philip of Spain’; although ‘the badge of the falcon on a globe has never been attributed to Queen Mary,
[…] the allusion to Spain by the Golden Fleece badge seems […] clear’. He adds: ‘the armorial stamp of the unicorn is exceptionally fine and delicate workmanship’, though he could not identify the owner, as the heraldic unicorn was used by several, including
Sir John Harling (‘Gothic & Ren. Book Bindings’, 304). The heraldic roll is a slight variant of Oldham 450 and HE. k(1)
766, both attributed to the obscure but prolific R.B., whose bindings have ‘the characteristic London lozenge panel’ (Oldham,
‘English Blind-Stamped Bindings’, 33). Oldham’s study isolates the use of these rolls on books printed in 1556-68, but, mostly,
to books printed in the late 1580s (p.51). The stamp with the blowing wind—a very unusual motif—may be the key. The bird
was meant to signify Elizabeth I, the falcon being a badge she had inherited from her mother. Here, however, there appear to be
flames behind the bird’s neck, and the phoenix too was a symbol of the queen. If the crowned Golden Fleece represents Philip II,
the wind may provide a connection to the victory of the Armada (1588). The English were greatly aided by a providential storm
(nicknamed ‘Protestant Wind’) which dispersed the Spanish ships. We have been unable to trace the owner of the unicorn stamp.
The ‘Ecclesiastica historia’, also known as ‘Magdeburg Centuries’, is an ecclesiastical history, spanning the origins of the church
to 1289. The result of the cooperation of several Lutheran theologians, it was published in parts between 1559 and 1574. The
most important of the ‘Centuriators’ was the Croatian reformer Matthias Flacius (Matija Vlačić, 1520-75), professor at Wittenberg and Jena, and a stern opponent of the negotiations between Charles V and the Lutherans (i.e., ‘Augsburg interim’ and
Melanchthon’s ‘Leipzig interim’). The ‘Ecclesiastica historia’ is the first such work produced in the Protestant world, and became
a model for this genre. Most importantly, it relied on the extended use of primary sources, as its authors researched documents
throughout Europe. This is the third, scarce reprint of Oporinus’s edition of Centuriae 1 to 3 only, published separately. One
of its companions was probably the similarly bound copy (including the C17 unicorn) sold by Maggs in 1987 (‘English Literature…H-L’, n.10); there the Goldschmidt provenance is not mentioned, suggesting the volumes were separated early on.
Only Graduate Theological Seminary and Capital University copies recorded in US. Goldschmidt, Gothic & Ren. Book
Bindings, 233 (‘English, about 1565’); Graesse II, 103 (does not mention this ed.); BM STC Ger., p. 306.
L3402

11. FLAVIUS JOSEPHUS [with] HEGESIPPUS.
Historien vnd Bücher, von alten Juedischen Geschichten zwentzig sambt eynem von seinem leben […] [with] Fuenff
buecher: vom Juedischen krieg und endlicher zerstoerung der herrlichen und gewaltigen statt Jerusalem.
Strasbourg, Npr. npl. nd. [Strasbourg], Theodosius Rihel, 1590

				

£2,350
Folio, ff. (vi) 524 (xx); ff. (vi) 118 (v), missing final blank. Gothic letter. T-ps in red and black within historiated architectural woodcut borders, printer’s device on verso of last l. of first work. Woodcut floriated initials, 109 attractive roughly
half page woodcuts illustrating text in first work, 20 in second. Intermittent light age browning, very light marginal spotting, marginal fingersoiling to a few ll., small ink spots to first t-p (fore edge frayed at foot) and last 3 ll. of second. A very
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good, clean copy in near contemporary vellum over boards, extremities a little rubbed or cracked, a.e.r. Ms. inscription
and monogram dated 1738 to first t-p, C18 ms. bibliographical references below.
A splendidly illustrated compilation of two German translations by the historian, theologian and pastor Conrad Lauterbach
(1534-1595), often combined. The first includes all the works of the important Romano-Jewish historian Josephus Flavius (c.
37-100): ‘Antiquities of the Jews’, ‘The Jewish War’, ‘Against Apion’, ‘Destruction of the Jews’, ‘Maccabees’ and ‘Life of Josephus’.
The second work is a IV century adaptation of Josephus’ ‘Jewish War’, including passages from his ‘Antiquities’ as well as from
other Latin authors. Often mistaken for the lost history of the Greek Christian author Hegesippus, it is of uncertain authorship:
modern scholars attribute it to Pseudo-Hegesippus (IV century) or to Ambrose of Milan. The first editions of these translations
were both published in 1574.
The very numerous attractive woodcuts illustrating both texts were commissioned by Rihel from the Swiss painter and illustrator
Tobias Stimmer (1539-1584). The eldest son of a calligraphy writer of Schaffhausen, Stimmer is famous for designing the paintings on the large astronomical clock in the Strasbourg Cathedral. He also realised a series of portraits of prominent individuals,
including the Zurich doctor and naturalist Conrad Gessner. The cycle of woodcuts that he created for Josephus’ writings is influenced by the works of Italian artists he saw during a stay in Como, and it represents a fundamental step in his artistic career. It
is worth noticing that the woodcuts themselves were executed by Stimmer’s brother Christoffel, Christoffel van Sichem and the
monogrammist CM, as indicated by their signatures. There are 84 different designs in total, some of which are repeated. Interestingly, only a few of them specifically reflect Josephus’ text, while the majority appear to be based on the respective passages of the
Bible. “The close connection between the illustrations of Josephus and the Bible may also perhaps be explained by recourse to the
value found in the works of Flavius Josephus as an auxiliary medium for better understanding of the Bible. Thus, for instance,
Conrad Lautenbach praises Josephus in the preface of his German translation […] for putting the stories of the Old Testament
into good order, and for summarising and systematising its laws and its obscure passages.” (Huber-Rebenich).
Josephus Flavius with Stimmer’s woodcuts was a great editorial success: not only it was reprinted numerous times until 1630, but
it also inspired a series of artworks by Rembrandt. For example, there is a connection between Rembrandt’s etching ‘Peter and
John at the Temple Gate’ (1659) and Stimmer’s woodcut ‘The temple before its destruction’, which appears at p. 475 (verso) of
the first work in this remarkable collection.
1) USTC 657549; VD16 ZV17562, Graesse III, p. 482; this ed. not in Adams, BM Ger. 16th Century, Brunet, Ornamentischkatalog Berlin. 2) USTC 642209; VD16 H1266, BM Ger. 16th Century (1578) p. 388; not in Graesse, Brunet,
Ornamentischkatalog Berlin. Huber-Rebenich, G., Illustrations of Printed Editions of Josephus in the Sixteenth Century
(International Journal of the Classical Tradition 23/3).
L3656

12. FOXE, John.
An abridgement of the booke of acts and monumentes of the Church.
London, by I. Windet, at the assignment of Master Tim Bright, 1589 					

£2,750
FIRST EDITION thus. 2 parts in 1 vol. 4to. pp. [xiv], 504, 288, [lxiv]: [¶]⁸, (-[¶]1), A-Hh⁸, Ii⁴, AA-SS⁸, TT⁴, VV-YY⁸,
ZZ⁴. “The abridgement of the second volume has separate pagination, and register re-commences with AA.” Estc. Black
letter, some Roman and Italic. Title with woodcut illustration of the Pope and a monk in foreground slitting the throat
of a lamb, with the corpses of lambs strewn before them, devils burning martyrs in the background, large historiated
woodcut initials, woodcut head and tail-pieces, contemporary ms. inscription to foot of ¶8; “First the Crosse and then the
Crowne” and in a different hand below “And so at lengthe the Pope came downe”, engraved armorial bookplate of Thomas Freeling on pastedown, ‘Fox Point Collection’ label on fly, occasional contemporary ms. marginal notes and pointing
hands. Title and second leaf a little dusty, light age yellowing, blank outer margin of F1 torn, touching printed side-note,
blank outer corner of H7 torn, ink splashes to one leaf, occasional thumb mark, light waterstains in places, a few headlines
fractionally shaved at head. A good copy, crisp in early C20th calf, spine remounted.
Rare first and only edition of Timothy Bright’s Abridgement of John Foxe’s monumental work and the first in a series of abridgements that would help popularise Foxe’s achievement; this edition was published a year after the defeat of the Spanish Armada,
and set out to capitalise on that event. The first line of the ms. inscription to foot of ¶8 was likely added by a worker in Windet’s
printing house at the behest of the publisher as it appears in a number of the surviving copies of this edition. The second line is
illustrative of the Protestant nationalism invoked by the work.
“When in 1589 Timothy Bright bought out an abridgement of the book, he justified it precisely because, “by reason of the largenes
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of the volume, and great price,” so many were “bereaved of the benefite of so necessarie an Historie”. Bright thought to do exactly
what Turner had proposed, leaving out material that would be thought superfluous’ in order to make the book affordable. “I often
wished, some man would take the paines to draw [Foxe’s book] into an Abridgement,” Bright writes, “But seeing hitherto nothing
done that way, nor hearing of any that had it in purpose, I ventured upon the labor myself.” .. As Jesse Lander has convincingly
shown, it is only in this abridged form of 1589 that Acts and Monuments can be said to set out “a discourse of national election
in order to propagate a Protestant English triumphalism,” but it is also only in this form that Acts and Monuments first began
to be widely owned by individual readers. Bright’s abridgement probably sold for 5 shillings; “small in price yet of great worth,”
.. though even 5 shillings, if it made the book affordable to desiring readers, was still not a trivial amount. Bright’s was not to be
the only abridgement of Foxe’s book, though its determination, in light of the victory over the Armada, to sound its “Special note
of England”, arguably makes it the most interesting. … The quarto abridgement indeed made Foxe’s Acts and Monuments more
accessible that the massive folios, but, perhaps because at 5 shillings it was still not inexpensive, only one edition ever saw print.”
C. Highley, ‘John Foxe and His World.’
“Even today ..the Acts and Monuments … is an impressive tome, vastly more ambitious than anything previously printed in
England. John Foxe’s text – itself drawing on the work of many other writers – not only tells the stories of the men and women
persecuted by the Roman Catholic Church, ..it is also ,… the single most important body of biographical life-writing in post Reformation Britain. Although initially conceived as a new ecclesiastical history for the English Protestant Church, and as a repository
for the documentary evidence for that history, Acts and Monuments became most celebrated as a collection of martyr’s lives, a
Book of Martyrs, as it became popularly known.” The Oxford history of Life-Writing.
Sir Francis Freeling, (1764 – 1836), was Secretary of HM General Post Office. He acquired a very large library and was elected
a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of London in 1801, and was one of the original members of the Roxburghe Club, founded
in 1812
STC 11229. ESTC S102503. Luborsky & Ingram. Engl. illustrated books, 1536-1603, 11229
L3598

13. HUME, James.
Méthode universelle et très facile pour faire et descrire toutes sortes de quadrans & d’horologes,...
Paris, Denis Moreau, 1640 								

		

£1,450
FIRST EDITION, second issue. 8vo. pp. [iv] 490 [ii]: [-]2, A-Z8, Aa-Gg8, Hh6, [last blank]. Roman letter some Italic.
Title with Moreau’s engraved printers device of a salamander in flames on t-p, woodcut initials and headpieces, over two
hundred woodcut mathematical illustrations, some full page. Mostly light browning, a few woodcuts fractionally shaved
at outer margin, sporadic worm holes and trails, mostly marginal but affecting a few letters in places, a few marginal
paper flaws (the printer decided they were not problematic enough to warrant discarding the paper). Rust burn to one
leaf affecting a few letters. A perfectly acceptable copy in calf c. 1800, covers bordered with a gilt scroll, spine git ruled in
compartments, worn and rubbed.
Rare work by the Scottish mathematician James Hume, a very complete treatise on the construction of sundials with over two
hundred woodcut illustrations. It appears there was a pevious issue of this work with a slightly different title page; this edition
uses the same sheets, omitting the dedication to the Marquis de Cinq-Mars. It is probable the dedication was abandoned as a
consequence of the Marquis’ beheading, on Richelieu’s orders, at Lyon in 1641 for rebellion, along with Francois-Auguste de
Thou (son of Jacques the celebrated bibliophile) who was unlucky enough to be caught up in the conspiracy against the king. In
this treatise on how to build sundials, Hume apologies in his preface for his French which is not his “natural language” stating that
he preferred to speak in a clear and scientifically precise language which was not always easy on the ear. He also remarks that he
wanted to “give France what she had only seen in Latin, until now.” Hume was a Scottish mathematician who spent most of his
life in Paris. Most of his publications were on advanced mathematics and trigonometry and he is perhaps most remembered for
his ‘Une algèbre de Viète, d’une methode nouvelle, claire, et facile.’ published in 1636. “In 1636 Hume (also) published at Paris
‘Traité de la Trigonométric pour resoudre tous Triangles rectilignes et sphériques,’ &c At the end of the latter volume appears
a list of nine mathematical works which Hume had written in Latin … There are besides ‘De Horologiis’ and ‘Grammatica
Hebræa,’ proving that Hume’s attainments were not purely mathematical.” DNB. This work gives a theoretical and practical
study of all the types of sundials then known: horizontal, equinoctial, vertical, southern and polar, but includes much additional
mathematical material and what the author terms as “beaucoup de chose, qui seront assez curieuse et utiles.” It is in effect more
a theoretical mathematical treatise than a work on sundials, introducing the reader to mathematical theory, including the use of
algebra and trigonometry, via a practical work on sundials.
USTC 6040503. Houzeau & Lancaster 11453. 								
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14. JOHN OF SALISBURY.
Policraticus de nugis curialium et vestigijs philosophorum continens libros octo.
[Lyon], Curauit imprimi ... Constantinus Fradin bibliopola, 1513				

		

£2,250
8vo. ff. [xii], CCCLXXV, [i]. A⁸, B⁴, a-2z⁸, 2&⁸.without 2&8 blank). Roman letter. Title page in red and black, charming
white on black floriated woodcut initials in various sizes, “Petri Jacobi A Pigati et amices” in contemporary hand in lower
margin of t-p, P. Moran in a later hand above. Light age yellowing, light waterstaining in places, a little heavier on one or
two leaves, ink spots to external fore-edge. A good, crisp copy, in early boards, recently covered with reuse of an C18th
printed antiphonal leaf in red and black.
Third edition, based on the second published the same year by Jean Petit in quarto, both are textually distinct from the first of
1476. John of Salisbury, humanist and scholar of the middle ages “was for thirty years the central figure of English learning
and was the fullest representative of the best scholarly training which France had to give.”(DNB). He was trained in scholastic
theology and philosophy at Paris, and his writings are invaluable for summarising many of the metaphysical speculations of his
time. This work “the Statesman’s Book” was one of the most important medieval treatises on statecraft and political theory. John
was employed by Archbishop Theobald of Canterbury and later by his successor Thomas à Beckett who he was accompanying at
the latter’s assassination. (William Tracy, Beckett’s murderer, boasted of having broken John’s arm before killing the Archbishop.) With the increased absence of King Henry II on the continent John became more and more indispensable in the running
of Church affairs, “the charge of all Britain as touching church matters, was laid upon me”, he also gained considerable insight
into the running of the state, and was involved in numerous missions in Europe trying to arbitrate between the Archbishop and
the King. John fell into disfavour with Henry II over increasing taxation of the church in England, and it was in this period of
enforced leisure that he wrote his ‘Policraticus’. Its eight books deal respectively with luck and devotion – to unsuitable goals,
the distribution of duties according to the political constitution of the ancients; nature and mathematics; vice and virtue – pride
as the root of all evil and passion as a leprosy; the differences between kings and tyrants – the moral characters of tyrants, the
destruction of tyrants as lawful according to the Bible, the need for a ruler to always hold the law of Gods before all things; the
republic – the arrangement of the republic as being alike to a hive of bees, the people as moulded by the strengths of the ruler and
the government, the military and military skill – the hand of the republic as armed or unarmed, the formula of the oath of the
soldier, the armed soldier as bound by God; academics, philosophers and religious, – academics as more modest than the others,
and so less blinded to truth.
Brunet states the Jean Petit edition of the same year on which this edition is based “Ne paraissent pas être des réimpressions de
la précédente”. One of the most important political and secular philosophical works of the middle ages and certainly the most
important by an Englishman, handsomely printed by Fradin in Lyon.
BM STC. Fr. C16 p. 243. Brunet III 547. Graesse III 467. Adams J 302. Gültlingen. III p. 95: 4.
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15. LAMBARDE, William.
Eirenarcha, or Of the office of the iustices of peace, in foure bookes: reuised, corrected, and enlarged, (with) Duties of
constables...
London, printed [by Adam Islip] for the Companie of Stationers, 1610 				

£1,850
8vo. 2 vols. in one. 1) [ii], 634, [lxxxiv]. A-2Y⁸. 2) pp. 94, [iv]:A-F⁸. Black letter, some Roman and Italic. First title within
typographical border, small woodcut ornament on second, floriated woodcut initials, woodcut headpieces, a short line of
religious verse in a contemporary hand on paste down, repeated on last blanks. Light age yellowing, very minor light waters stains in places, the odd mark, a few side notes fractionally shaved. Very good copies, crisp and clean in contemporary
limp vellum, a bit spotted, yapp edges, remains of ties.
Rare newly enlarged edition of Lambard’s “Eirenarcha”, first published in 1581, bound with its companion work on the Duties
of Constables, also enlarged and updated. “Written in a clear and unaffected style this manual remained for a long time the
standard authority; Judge Blackstone speaks favourably of this work, and recommends it to the perusal of students.” (DNB). The
first Book of the Eirenarcha contains a “theorique (or insight) of the office of the Justices”; the second sets out the jurisdiction of
and the practice and procedure before the justices of the peace, the third of the justices with the quarter sessions, the fourth of the
quarter sessions alone. It is followed by a table containing (“verie neare all”) the printed statutes and a selection of precedents. A
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good enlarged edition of one of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries best handbooks for practitioners in the courts of common
law. “William Lambard’s Eirenarcha; or Of the Office of the Justices of Peace appeared in at least 13 editions between 1581
and 1619. Although Lambard’s title does not reference Fitzherbert, the manual’s prefatory epistle does. In his dedicatory epistle,
Lambard informs Sir Thomas Bromley, Lord Chancellor of England, that when he first began writing his tract, he consulted
earlier works, in particular Fitzherbert’s. Lambards manual, however, substantially amplifies Fitzherbert’s work, adding new
material about the history of the office, clarifying the differing responsibilities of a single justice versus two or three, and providing
procedures for the quarter sessions. Lambard does not include Fitzherbert’s sections on other local offices. In general, Lambard’s
tract elevates the justice’s office, putting the “keeper of the peace” on a par with the monarch.” Christopher Cobb ‘Renaissance
Papers 2009’. All good criminal law books tell the reader a great deal not just about the law but about the society that made them.
Here there are detailed indictments i.a. for killing a man by witchcraft, bewitching a horse, for the rape of a child or maid (the
age distinction was ten) and for keeping a bowling alley, hearing mass and for usury.
The second work, first published in 1582, is generally found as an addendum to Lambard’s Eirenarcha, a standard manual on
the duties of Justices of the Peace, but in due course it became a much used text in its own right. In this edition the material has
been extended, with additional paragraphs about, amongst others, churchwardens, surveyors of highways, those responsible for
destroying “noisome foule & vermine”, and officials concerned with the poor and with prisons. William Lambard of Lincoln’s Inn
was a prominent official of the Chancery bar, a learned lawyer and himself a justice of the peace.
ESTC S108210. STC 15172. Lowndes IV 1301. (with) ESTC S108248 “Generally found bound with an edition of
“Eirenarcha”. STC 15158. Sweet & Maxwell pp. 229.43 & 234.9.
L3409

A NOBLE LADY CONNECTED TO LUTHER
16. LUTHER, Martin.
Der vierde teil der bücher des ehrwirdigen Herrn Docto. Mart. Luth. 			
Wittenberg, Heirs of Peter Seitz, 1553 									

£2,750
Folio, ff. (viii) 607 (i). Gothic letter. Woodcut floriated and historiated initials, typographical ornaments. T-p in red and
black with woodcut vignette depicting Luther and Frederick III of Saxony (1463-1525) kneeling before Christ on the
cross. Occasional underlining, rare marginalia. Light age browning, rare marginal foxing, small burn to lower cover and
outer blank margin of last few ll. (repaired). A very good copy in contemporary pigskin over wooden boards, covers triple
blind ruled to a panel design: outer border with roll of interlacing palmettes and cross design at corners; religious roll
in second border depicting Christ with DATA EST MIHI, David with DE FRUCTU VE, Isaiah with SUP SOLIUM
DAV and John the Baptist with ECCE AGN9 DE; interlacing palmettes design at centre surrounded by flower and
leaves tools; ‘F(rau) Margareth V(on) Hassestein G(eb.) Buggrevin Z(u) M(eissen)’ stamped in black in compartment at
head. Lacking metal catchplates, part of one leather tie preserved. Spine with blind ruled raised bands, painted in grey,
large shelf-mark inked to upper compartment. C20 bookplate of ‘Dr. Peter G. Kraft’ to front paste down, ms. ‘Dupl(um)’
to fly, circular library stamp ‘Regiae.Biblioth:Acad:Pragen’ to verso of t-p and very faintly to its head and verso of fol. 5.
Contemporary ms. ‘15’ to fore edge.
Handsome copy of the second edition of this collection of Luther’s writings, in a beautiful contemporary German binding. The
elegant blind tooled palmettes and this religious roll depicting figures of the Old Testament were both popular decorative motifs
in the mid. 16th century (see EBDB 128997b and 100083n), and often used combined. Interestingly, similar examples appear
on the binding of another volume of Luther works, produced in Leipzig by Thomas Stelbogen (Henry Davis Gift 335). The
upper cover bears the ownership stamp of Frau Margarethe von Hassenstein (c. 1514-1555), from the house of the Burgraves
of Meissen (Saxony). Born Magarethe von Plauen, she married the Bohemian politician Bohuslav Felix von Hassenstein and
Lobkowitz (1517-1583). An educated woman and assiduous Lutheran, her name appears frequently in the writings of Johannes
Mathesius (1504-1565). Mathesius was a German minister and Lutheran reformer who had the privilege to assist, as a guest
in Luther’s home, to a series of his discourses, which he then published in the famous work ‘Table talk’.
A professor of theology and monk, Luther (1483-1546) is the initiator of the protestant Reformation. This collection contains a
multitude of his writings, the majority of them being sermons. Among the most noteworthy, is Luther’s famous commentary on
chapters 5, 6 and 7 of the Gospel of Matthew: in his discussion, he strongly criticised the Catholic view and wrote: “there have
fallen upon this [fifth] chapter the vulgar hogs and asses, jurists and sophists, the right hand of the pope and his Mamelukes.”
Another interesting chapter is concerned with the text of the ‘Donation of Constantine’ – the Roman imperial decree by which
Constantine the Great supposedly entitled the pope extensive temporal privileges – translated and commented on by Luther.
Although this Latin document was declared a fake by Lorenzo Valla in 1440, the Church continued to defend its authenticity
for centuries. After reading Valla’s treatise in 1520, Luther frequently mentioned this as an example to condemn the corruption
and greed of the Catholic Church.
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This volume includes an important preface by the theologian Philip Melanchthon (1497-1560). A friend and collaborator of
Luther, he wrote a fundamental systematic theology based on the reformer’s ideas. The editor, Georg Rörer (1492-1557), is one
of Luther’s most reliable reporters. The volume also features the remarkable contributions of Caspar Creuziger (1504-1548), a
humanist and professor of theology at the University of Wittenberg who wrote an important biography of Luther and assisted
him in revising the German Bible.
USTC 634690; VD 16 L 3321; BM Ger. 16th century, p. 534. Not in Adams, Brunet, Graesse.
L3566

LOVELY NEOCLASSICAL BINDING
17. MACROBIUS, Ambrosius Theodosius.
In Somnium Scipionis Libri II...Eiusdem Conviviorum Saturnaliorum Libri VII.
Paris, [Henri Estienne], 1585							

£2,250
FIRST ESTIENNE EDITION. 8vo. Ff. (vii) 569 (xlii). Italic and Roman letter. Figurative head pieces and ornamental
initials. Later shelf no. to fep, very occasional earlier marginalia. Slight age yellowing, some leaves lightly inked. A good
clean copy in exquisite C18 vellum, gilt ornamental and floriated borders in the Neoclassical style, gilt fleurons to spine,
morocco label, blue silk moiré pastedowns and endpapers with border gilt, dentelles gilt, aeg.
Exquisitely bound Estienne edition of these two texts by the Roman author Macrobius. The first is a commentary on the Dream
of Scipio narrated by Cicero at the end of the Republic in which the elder Scipio appears to his grandson, and describes the life
of the good after death and the constitution of the universe from a Stoic and Neo-Platonic point of view; from this Macrobius
discourses upon the nature of the cosmos, transmitting much classical philosophy to the later Middle Ages.
The second work, Macrobius’ Saturnalia, with its idolisation of Rome’s pagan past, has been described as a pagan “machine de
guerre”. It recounts the discussions held at the house of Vettius Agorius Praetextatus (c. 325-385) during the Saturnalia holiday
and was written for the benefit of Macrobius’ son Eustachius. He covers a broad range of topics – mythological, astronomical and
medical, tantalizingly citing numerous ancient texts, many of them now lost to history.
This text was edited by the renowned printer Henri Estienne. Estienne apologised for the quality of the printing of this edition:
some leaves are rather light, though the text remains clearly legible. This edition is important as it is based on manuscripts that
had been recently viewed by Estienne himself. Upon its publication it was sent to the famed Frankfurt Fair. As well as the text
and commentary, Estienne included an explanation of the process of examining ancient manuscripts in order to arrive at the most
complete and definitive text possible, providing a fascinating insight into Renaissance textual transmission.
BM STC Fr. P. 295; Ren 150:4; Adams M71; Not in Brunet.
L3618

18. MANILIUS, Marcus [with] SCALIGER, Joseph.
Astronomica [with] Commentarius.
Paris, Roberti Stephani, 1579							

			

£1,950
8vo. 2 parts in 1. Pp. (xii) 136 (viii); Pp. 292 (xii). Italic and Roman letter. Printer’s device to both tps, arms of the dedicatee Henri III to verso of first, ornamental head and tail pieces and initials. Astrological diagrams to 7 pages of second
part, one shaved a little at fore edge. Age yellowing, two minor marginal worm holes to first tp, light marginal water stain
to fore edge of first part, foxing and spotting, mainly to second. A good copy in C17 vellum, red morocco label, aeb.
First edition published by Joseph Scaliger of this very early didactic poem on astrology by Roman poet Marcus Manilius (1st c.
AD). Joseph Scaliger (1540-1609), a French Calvinist and humanist was the first to critically edit Manilius’s enigmatic work
since the editio princeps published in Nuremberg in 1473 by the astronomer Regiomontanus. The poem is divided into five books
and is accompanied by a second part containing Scaliger’s extensive commentary as well as astrological diagrams to seven pages.
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The poem itself demonstrates influence from Lucretius’s De rerum natura and describes the zodiac and Roman astrology.
Manilius’s identity is shrouded in mystery, as is when he wrote the work. The only historical event explicitly mentioned is the
Battle of the Teutoberg Forest, leading scholars to suggest a date in the early-mid 1st century AD. Volk (2009) states that the
poem is the earliest surviving extensive and comprehensible work on astronomy and astrology. The five books commence with
the origin of the universe and the nature and composition of earth and space. The orbit of planets is discussed in depth as well as
each zodiacal sign and birth charts, horoscopes and ascendants. Following this classical myths are used as vehicles for considering
celestial phenomena. Stoic, Platonic, Pythagorean and Epicurean views are all present and modern scholars consistently praise
the complex and elegant writing style of the poem. Housman (1916) exclaimed that Manilius was “the one Latin poet who excelled even Ovid in verbal point and smartness”.
Scaliger established himself as the preeminent Latin scholar and critic of his day through the publication of this 1579 critical
edition. His commentary is essentially a treatise on ancient astronomy and it forms an introduction to his later publication ‘De
emendation temporum’ (1583) which sought to expand the contemporary perception of ancient history from just Greeks and
Romans to Persians, Babylonians and Egyptians. Indeed, Manilius’s identity as a Roman was much debated and questioned; he
has been suggested to be an African or Asiatic Greek. Scaliger’s edition reintroduced Manilius to the scholarly world and led to
many later editions including Boeckler’s, Bentley’s and Housman’s.
Adams M361; Smitskamp, The Scaliger Coll., 97; Dibdin II 224; Ren 181:4; Houzeau & Lancaster 1037; Grassi p. 434.
L3661

19. MANUTIUS, Paulus.
In epistolas Ciceronis ad Atticum, Pauli Manutii commentaries.
		
Venice, apud Aldi filios, 1547			

			

				

£1,750
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, ff. (vi) 469 (i). Italic letter, text within faded red ink frame throughout. Printer’s device on t-p
and verso of last. T-p a bit dusty, small oil splashes to a few blank upper margins and occasional waterstain at gutter,
wormhole to final third of volume mostly interlinear. A good copy in early C17 Dutch paperboards, worn, surface loss to
spine, outer edges and corners, a.e.g. Autograph “M. Johannes Ehrenricus Koch von Wittenberg in Sachsen” c. 1700, and
his initials to t-p and last two ll., C16 ms. autograph “Johan Berck” and ‘692’ to t-p.
Valuable first edition of Paulus Manutius’s learned and celebrated commentary on the 16 books of Cicero’s letters to his closest
friend Titus Pomponius Atticus. The youngest son of Aldus, Paulus (1512-1574) was a very influential publisher and one of the
most prominent humanists of the Late Italian Renaissance. A master of the epistolary genre with very successful collections both
in Latin and vernacular, he was especially engaged in Latin literature, and a passionate Ciceronian. His outstanding reputation
as a scholar was built upon his editions and commentaries on the works of Cicero: “no man had a juster conception of the beauties
of this great Roman orator and philosopher, and no man has more successfully imitated his style” (Dibdin).
The greatest orator of the Late Republic, Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43BC) was a Roman statesman, lawyer and scholar.
Although he was a ‘homo novus’, namely the first in his family to achieve public office, he soon became one of the leading political
figures of the era of Julius Caesar, Pompey, Marc Antony and Octavian. “Perhaps the most valuable of Cicero’s surviving works
are the letters, such a vivid commentary on the last years of the Roman Republic as we have of no other period of ancient times.
Here alone, devoid of formality, the character of Cicero and his contemporaries can be seen; and a picture appears of life two
thousand years ago (…) all the domestic detail which is elsewhere lacking (…) historical facts that would otherwise have been
lost or deliberately concealed.” (PMM). Written over the course of many years from 65BC onwards and compiled by Cicero’s
personal secretary Marcus Tullius Tiro, the letters to Atticus are frequently written in a subtle code to mask their political content. In his impressively detailed commentary Manutius is clearly aware of this, discussing the implications of certain names and
places thoroughly, explaining their relationships to each other and explaining historical and social significance as appropriate.
Interesting provenance. “Johan Berck” was most likely Johan ( Jan) Berck (1565-1627). Council secretary and pensionary of
Dordrecht (Netherlands) in 1590s, he was appointed first Dutch ambassador to Venice in 1622, from where he returned to
Dordrecht in 1627. Berck was an educated man who studied Law in Leiden. The first edition of ‘Ars Historica’ by the renowned
Dutch theologian Gerardus Vossius, printed in Leiden in 1623, is dedicated to him. Berck’s chaplain during the Venetian period
was Andreas Colvius, a learned man and correspondent of Decartes who spent his time in Venice collecting books and manuscripts. It seems that Berck shared Colvius’ passion for books and brought this copy back to the Netherlands with him. In the 18th
century, this volume was owned by “M. Johannes Ehrenricus Koch”, very likely the German scholar M. Johann Ehrenreich Koch,
from Wittenberg in Saxony: his name is recorded in a list of academics of the Christian-Albrecht University of Kiel (Holstein,
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Germany) under the year 1720. He was born in Wittenberg, where he obtained his master’s degree in 1709. Unfortunately,
his career as a professor was not particularly successful and his class remained “empty without an audience for two years”. After
receiving “a gift of 800 Reichstalers” in 1733, he resigned.
A good copy of this remarkable first Aldine edition, with an interesting ownership history.
USTC 840463; Adams M548; Renouard 140:6: “Commentaire d’un grand mérite”; Brunet III, p. 1383. Not
in BM STC It. 16th century or Graesse. PMM 64, Opera 1534-7. T.F. Dibdin, An introduction to the knowledge of rare and valuable editions of the Greek and Latin Classics I (London, 1827). On J. Berck, see: P.J Horsman, Abuysen ende desordiën: archiefvorming en archivering in Dordrecht, 1200- 1920 (2009), p. 353. On M.
J.E. Koch, see: P. Hansen, Kurzgefaßte zuverlässige Nachricht von den Holstein-Plönischen Landen (1760),
p.42; F. Gundlach (ed.), Das Album der Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel 1665-1865 (1915), p. 73.
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20. [NUMISMATICS].
Ordonnance et instruction pour les changeurs.
Antwerp, Hierosme Verdussen, 1633			

						

£1,950
Narrow half Folio. 126 unnumbered leaves. Roman letter. Woodcut arms of Philip IV to tp, floriated initials. Over 3,000
woodcuts of European coinage types, obverses and reverses, including ducats, pistoles, florins, francs and testons. Old
shelf mark in blue crayon to half title. Slight age yellowing, occasional minor wormholes, a very good clean copy on thick
uncut paper in old patterned boards, rebacked, worn.
Rare and impressive compendium of coinage used in Europe, Asia and Central America in the seventeenth century designed for a
trader and converter of currency. Published in Antwerp, printed in French, with the arms of Philip IV of Spain on the title page,
this work underlines the globalised and dynamic nature of the European economy in this period. These portable manuals were
used as reference works for merchants, bankers, and money changers when determining the authenticity and value of coinage
that passed through their hands. Many different city states, municipalities, duchies, dioceses and other governed bodies produced
their own distinctive coinage which changed with new rulers, years and reforms. The present work both demonstrates the sheer
amount of varied coinage circulating during this period as well as offers the reader a clear guide to the coins respective designs,
sizes, names and values. The shape of the book is intended to represent the size and shape of a ledger which would have been kept
on the person engaging in such economic activities.
This volume is an enormously valuable reference work for the modern numismatist, presenting coins from countries including
France, Spain, the Netherlands, Italy, Hungary, Turkey, Scotland, Sicily, and even Mexico. Printed during the Thirty Years
War, the work states its purpose as being to assist a money changer when handling gold and silver coins. The guide states its usefulness when coins are significantly worn or trimmed and as an authenticating aide for anyone working in the world of finance. It
then lists coins in order of material, commencing with gold, and listing coins along with woodcuts of their obverses and reverses.
For example, Le grand Real d’Autrice is followed by Le demy Real d’Autrice, and then Le Grand Rydre, Le Rydre de Bourgoigne,
and later Les Fancqs àcheval forgèz, Le grand Crusart de Portgual, and coins of England like Le Noble d’Eduart d’Angleterre.
Coins are listed from specific countries with the different varieties struck during certain reigns. As well as this book, merchants
would use scales to calculate exchanges between the many different currencies. Keeping in mind the portable and practical status
of this manual, its preservation and condition is exceptional.
Brunet IV 210 “Volume rare dont voici la description… Ces monnairs, de divers pays de l’Europe, sont représentées sur
les petites planches gravées sur bois, de la grandeur des pièces, et placées sur les pages avec des notes en caractères d’imprimerie.” Goldsmith 654; Brunet IV 210; Not in Kress or Alden.
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					THE KING OF JERUSALEM
21. PICO, Ranuccio.
Vita di Gottifredo Duca di Buglione re di Gerusalemme.
Venice, Giovanni Gueriglio, 1626						

£2,750
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. (xxiv) 86, missing final blank. Italic and Roman letter. Printer’s device on t-p, woodcut
floriated initials, decorated headpiece depicting Christ ‘Salvator Mundi’ (as in the printer’s device), tailpiece, typographical ornaments. Early ms. ‘P.’ ‘v’ on t-p. Light age browning to first and penultimate gatherings, early crude repair to tear
in margin of a2(verso) without loss, small hole to G3 affecting one word, t-p a little ink spotted, a few margins lightly
marked, upper margins a bit short in places. A good copy in contemporary rose paperboards, small loss to corners and
head and tail of spine.
First edition of this concise and extremely fascinating biography of Godfrey of Bouillon, written in Italian vernacular by Ranuccio Pico (1568-1645). A doctor of law and historian, Pico was the secretary of the Dukes of Parma, Ranuccio I and Odoardo
Farnese. He is mostly known for his biographical works and for gathering a library of more than one thousand rare and important
books.
Godfrey of Bouillon (1060-1100) was a French knight and one of the leaders of the first Crusade. After playing a key role during
the siege of Jerusalem in 1099, he was elected the first ruler of the new Crusader State. Celebrated by many authors almost as
a legendary figure, he is the protagonist of ‘La Gerusalemme Liberata’ (The freed Jerusalem, 1581), a long epic poem by the
famous poet Torquato Tasso and one of the masterpieces of the Italian literature. In the preface to this biography, Pico praises
the work written by Tasso at length, but he also points out that – due to the entertaining nature of poetry – many facts are historically incorrect or completely missing. Therefore, as all the other accounts of Godfrey’s life were in Latin and thus difficult to
comprehend for the majority of readers, the author is confident that his ‘Vita di Gottifredo’ (‘Life of Godfrey’) will be useful and
appreciated.
Remarkably, at the beginning of his work, Pico quotes a few verses written by the poets Francesco Petrarca and Giambattista
Marino concerning Godfrey of Bouillon’s military achievements. After a list of the most important contents, the author presents
the life’s story of the knight from his birth to the moment when he joined the Crusade with his brother Balduin, the siege of Nicea,
the conquests of Antioch and Jerusalem, his election as King of Jerusalem and his death by illness the following year. Interestingly, although Pico tells us that Godfrey refused the title of ‘King’ – which he considered to be only appropriate for Christ – the
author still refers to him as ‘Re’ (‘king’) in the title of his biography. In the end, Pico summarises the man’s best qualities, such
as strength, humility and devotion, using various examples. The book includes nine final remarks (‘annotazioni’): in these short
paragraphs, the author adds more information about Godfrey’s name and family, and discusses key historical facts that are reported in a different way by other historians or that he could not verify.
An example of Renaissance historical and literary erudition, this work is a very enjoyable read even today because of Pico’s simple
and engaging style.
USTC 4005507; not in Graesse, Gamba, Brunet, this ed not in BL It. 17th century.
L3547

22. PORTA, Giambattista della.
De distillationibus libri IX.
Strasbourg, Lazarus Zetzner, 1609 			

					

£2,750
4to, pp. (xvi), 149, (xi). Roman and italic letter, rare Greek. Printer’s device to t-p, woodcut floriated initials, ornated
headpiece and tailpiece. Full-page engraved oval portrait of Porta to verso of t-p, within decorated border of animals,
plants, putti, faces, scrolls, geometric diagrams, measuring instruments and alembics, signed “Ia: ab Heiden fec.”. 35 quarter to half-page charming woodcuts depicting distillation apparatus. General age yellowing, light age browning to a couple
of gatherings, intermittent light waterstains to lower outer margins, horizontal fold to one fol. partly hiding one line. A
good copy in contemporary English or Scottish vellum, covers a bit stained in places, ms. title and stamp of Sir James St
Clair-Erskine, 2nd Earl of Rosslyn (1762 – 1837, a phoenix raising from the flames, with motto: ‘Rinasce più gloriosa’)
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to spine. C18 Baroque armorial bookplate of Lord Sinclair with motto ‘fide sed pugna’ to front paste down, ms. cancelled
initials below.
A good copy of this beautifully illustrated and fascinating treatise on distillation by Della Porta, in its second edition. The first
was published in Rome the year before. The work is dedicated to the important scientist Federigo Cesi (1585-1630), founder of
the prestigious ‘Accademia dei Lincei’ in Rome, one of the oldest European scientific institutions.
Often referred to as “professor of secrets”, the Neapolitan Giovan Battista della Porta (1535-1615) was a polymath and playwright. He was at the centre of a wide scholarly network including Galileo and known throughout Europe for his works in a
multitude of fields: astrology, magic, natural hilosophy, optics, alchemy, chemistry, cryptography, meteorology. His plays are considered among the best Italian comedies of his age. The splendid engraved portrait depicts Della Porta surrounded by the objects
of his studies. “While the left side of his portrait [with illustrations of plants, animals, human faces] alludes to his knowledge
of nature, the right side displays the variety of human artifice. Astrology, geometry, optics, military technology, secret ciphers,
and the alemnics used in alchemical and chemical experiments encircle this half of Della Porta’s image. […] The 1608 portrait
established his control of all forms of knowledge” (Findlen) “in this image, a total representation of the work of the author is realized, a micromuseum of his activities and […] the best discoveries of a lifetime of research” (Rak) It was realised by the Flemish
engraver, painter and sculptor Jakob van der Heyden (1573–1645).
Della Porta was a practitioner in the chemical transformation of substances, and his ‘De distillationibus libri IX’, also known as
‘De Distillatione’, is a lengthy treatise on the subject. It represents an expansion of the section on distillation in his earlier ‘Magia
Naturalis’, in which he explained that “essences” can be distilled from almost every natural object and contain the characteristic
properties of those objects in a very potent form. Book I introduces the practice of distillation, listing all the different methods that
can be used, accompanied by images of various contemporary chemical apparatus. The most curious woodcuts are those depicting
chemical vessels likened to animals: for example, a matrass is compared to an ostrich, other flasks to a bird, a tortoise, a bear, a
pelican and a seven-headed mythological creature. The other eight books are concerned with the substances that can be extracted,
such as scented waters, oils, resins and their properties. We find the instructions for the distillation of ‘the colours from flowers’,
‘aqua vitae from wine”, and, in the last chapter, the description of oils extracted from amber and scorpions.
James St. St Clair-Erskine (1762 – 1837) was a was a Scottish soldier, politician, and Acting Grand Master of the Grand Lodge
of Scotland, on behalf of King George IV. Born James Erskine, he succeeded his father as 6th baronet of Erskine at the age of
three. After inheriting the Rosslyn estates from his cousin James Patterson St. Clair, in 1789, he added ‘St. Clair’ to his name.
In 1805, he succeeded his uncle as 2nd Earl of Rosslyn.
USTC 2137750; VD17 39:120254Q; Graesse V, p. 417; Ferguson p. 215. Not in BM STC, Brunet, this ed not in Bibliotheca Chemico-Mathematica, Kraus. P. Findlen, Possessing Nature: Museums, Collecting, and Scientific Culture in
Early Modern Italy (1994). M. Rak, L’immagine stampata e la diffusione del sapere scientifico a Napoli tra Cinquecento
e Settecento (1987).
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23. QUINTILIAN, Marcus Fabius.
Institutionum oratoriarum libri xii.
Paris, Robert Estienne, 1542					

£1,750
Large 8vo. pp. 552 (l). Roman letter. Printer’s device to tp. Light age yellowing, light soiling to tp, old repair to upper
outer corner to first three leaves, occasional marginal browning to a few leaves, intermittent light marginal foxing. A good
clean copy with generous margins in handsome black calf C1600, gilt central oval and fleurons to corners, gilt and blind
ruled border, gilt fleurons repeated on spine, corners, joints and bands a bit rubbed, scratches to covers, worn at head, a
few wormholes towards foot of spine.
Handsomely bound and typographically elegant Estienne edition of Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria from c. 95 AD. This is the
only extant work penned by the Spanish-born Roman rhetorician.
Marcus Fabius Quintilianus (c. 35-100 AD) was writing in the latter years of the reign of Domitian, and had been tutor to
Domitian’s family. Following the Ciceronian tradition, the twelve volume textbook on the theory and practice of rhetoric discusses
the education and personal development of the orator himself. Quintilian outlines the ideal characteristics for a proficient orator,
namely good morals, skill at public speaking and the inclusion of a just and honourable message in his speeches. This theory is
based on the idea (since disproved) that one cannot be a good orator if one is a dishonourable or bad person. He also believed in
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the power of oratory to beneficially educate the population, as opposed to its use as a means to plead a case, even if the defendant
were guilty.
First printed in 1470 and based on the complete manuscript found at St. Gall by Bracciolini in 1416, the work proved deeply
influential in the Renaissance, the humanists sharing Quintilian’s belief in the relationship between rhetorical skill and moral
education. ‘Quintilian takes his future orator at birth and shows how this goodness of character and skill in speaking may be
best produced. No detail of training in infancy, boyhood or youth is too petty for his attention. The parts of the work which
relate to general education are of the greatest interest and importance. Quintilian postulates the widest culture; there is no form
of knowledge from which something may not be extracted for his purpose; and he is fully alive to the importance of method in
education…..[His] literary sympathies are extraordinarily wide…..[and] ancient literary criticism perhaps touched its highest
point in the hands of Quintilian.’ (Enc. Brit., 13th. ed.). This edition reproduces the text of Coline’s of 1541 with variants.
Ren. 53:9; Adams Q64; BM STC. Fr. p. 369; Brunet IV 1025n.
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24. RABELAIS, François.
Les Oeuvres…Contenant Cinq Livres.
[S.e. (France)], [s.n.], 1626				

£2,750
8vo. Pp. 1106 (xxii). Roman letter. Small woodcut device to tp, historiated and ornamental headpieces and initials, woodcut portrait of Rabelais to p. 360. Early ms A:S: to p. 358. Age yellowing, occasional foxing, light water stains to a few
leaves, marginal tear to ff. G1, Rr1, ancient repair at head of K1, tp of book III badly flawed in printing, but without text
loss, Aa4 outer edge trimmed. A good copy in contemp. calf, rebacked, spine remounted and repaired at upper corner,
marbled pastedowns, faded aer.
François Rabelais (1483-1553) is known for his off-piste, satirical and bawdy humour as well as his controversial anticlerical
opinions. He is playful and contradictory by nature, and produced a rich and wide ranging body of writing including but not
limited to comedic novels, mocking poetry and parodic songs. Underlining these is a deeply critical view of the tumultuous political environment stirred up by the Reformation, as well as a message which asks for peace and a return to the glory of antiquity.
This volume is demonstrative of his remarkable range and contains hugely popular works like Gargantua and Pantagruel and
Thélème. He is the origin of the adjective ‘Rabelasian’, something “marked by gross robust humor, extravagance of caricature,
or bold naturalism.” Unusually large format edition containing an attractive woodcut portrait of Rabelais consistent with the
digitized version at the Lyon municipal library.
The stories exploit popular legends, farces and romances as well as classical and Italian material and are intended for a learned,
aristocratic audience. Scatological humour is employed as well as religious satire. Rabelais’s own views can be called ‘Christian
humanism’, though orthodox religious figures often condemned his works. His first novel was published in 1532 under the pseudonym Alcofribas Nasier, and was a mock-heroic chivalrous romance entitled Pantagruel. Rabelais also produced parodies of
the yearly almanacs, mocking the alleged astrological predictions for the coming year. Gargantua is another satire of a medieval
romance, featuring the son of Pantagurel, a giant named Gargantua, and features a number of concealed references to Charles V,
scholastic pedagogy and a critique of heraldry. He was a controversial figure until his death, and was able to publish such works
due to protection from figures like Charles of Lorraine and Cardinal de Guise.
“With an immense erudition, representing almost the whole knowledge of his time, with an untiring faculty of invention, with
the judgement of a philosopher and the common sense of a man of the world, with an observation which let no characteristic of
the time pass unobserved and with a ten-fold portion of the special Gallic gift of good-humoured satire, Rabelais united a height
of speculation and depth of insight and vein of poetical imagination rarely found in any writer… his work is the mirror of the
C16th. in France, reflecting at once its comeliness and its uncomeliness, its high aspirations, its voluptuous tastes, its political and
religious dimensions, its keen criticism, its eager appetite and hasty digestions of learning, its gleans of poetry and its ferocity of
manners”. – Enc. Brit. 13th. ed.
Brunet IV 1058; Rawles & Schreech 93.2; Plan 127
L3708
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CONTEMPORARY ANNOTATIONS
25. SALLUST.
Opera Salustiana.
Lyon, Jacques Mareschal [et] Simon Vincent, 1511					

		

£2,500
4to, ff. (vi) 146. Gothic letter in two sizes, woodcut floriated initials, text framed by commentary. T-p in red and black
within architectural woodcut border with 15 bust portraits, including Sallust (top center), and the ‘fleur de lis’ of France,
Vincent’s printer’s devices on verso of last, ¾ page woodcut of the crucifixion. T-p a little soiled, light age browning to a
few ll., age yellowing, tear from one blank margin touching four words without loss, tiny ink burn to lower blank margin
of one l., waterstain to upper and outer margins of initial and last three gatherings. Extensively annotated up to fol. 33 and
at end, some woodcut initials coloured red, contemporary ms. ex libris “Fr. Augustinus Pratus” and “Est conventi S.P. Augustini Montis Regalis” to t-p, gift dedication to Augustinus Pratus to verso, Augustinus’ ownership note and ms. annotations indicating contents and respective pages of the book on verso of last. A good copy in C19 morocco, cover single blind
stamped to a panel design, gilt decoration to cover’s edges, spine triple blind stamped in compartments, author’s name
gilt. Marbled endpapers, a.e.g. C19 bookplate of “Dr Lutrand” to front pastedown, his ownership stamps to fly and t-p.
Annotated copy of this edition of Sallust’s collected works, with the widely acclaimed commentary ‘Familiaris Explanatio’ by
Jodocus Badius Ascensius (1462-1535). First printed in 1504 and reprinted several times until the end of the 16th century, this
is the first commentary written on the Sallustian corpus as a whole. A pioneer of printing, Badius Ascensius was a renowned
scholar and humanist specialised in Roman texts, who added his notes to several of the classics that he printed.
In November 1554, this copy was gifted by Iohannes, the subprior of the Augustinian Convent of Montereale (Abruzzo, Italy),
to his friend and novice Friar Augustinus Pratus. In his note, Johannes specifically asks: “anyone who finds this book lost, return
it to Augustinus”. Augustinus Pratus corresponds to the Italian ‘Agostino Prato’, or possibly ‘Agostino da Prato’, and his surname
seems to suggest that his family had Tuscan origins. Augustinus’ marginalia are particularly concentrated around the text and
commentary of the ‘Bellum Catilinae’, Sallust’s most influential work, but also focus on Laetus’ biography of the author. Remarkably, in a few places, Augustinus decorated the woodcut initials with a bright red colour.
Gaius Sallustius Crispus (86-35 BC) was a Roman historian and politician, and his works are the oldest surviving historical
texts in Latin that can be attached to a known author. An ‘homo novus’ born to a plebeian family, he was a partisan of Caesar
during the Civil War of 49–45 BC, an opponent to the old Roman aristocracy and a critic of the moral decline of Rome. Sallust
was influenced by the Greek Thucydides and he is the first Latin historian to delineate the characters of historical figures and
to explain the connections and meaning of historical events. This edition opens with a ‘Life of Sallust’ by the Italian humanist
Julius Pomponius Laetus (1428-1498). Then, Sallust’s three major works are included. ‘Bellum Catilinae’ (Catiline’s War) depicts the corruption in Roman policy through an account of Lucius Sergius Catilina’s attempt to overthrow the Roman Republic
in the year 63 BC. ‘Bellum Jugurthinum’ ( Jugurthine War) records the war against Jugurtha in Numidia from c. 112 to 105
BC, exploring the party struggles that arose in Rome and introducing the rivalry between Marius and Sulla for the first time.
The ‘Histories’, of which only fragments survive, describes the history of Rome from 78 to at least 67 BC on a year-to-year basis.
Also integrated at the end are some spurious texts, often attributed to Sallust, among which: two letters addressed to Caesar, a
series of invectives against Cicero and Catilina, various orations by Roman consuls, a letter by Pompey to the senate and others.
USTC 143841; Adams S140, Graesse VI, p. 237; Renouard 232:7; Not in BM STC Fr. or Brunet.
L3703

26. SEBISCH, Melchior Jr.
Discursus medico-philosophicus de casu adolescentis.
Strasbourg, Paul Ledertz and Anton Bertram, 1617 						

£2,450
FIRST EDITION. 4to, 70 unnumbered leaves (lacking final blank). Italic and Roman letter, occasional Greek. Woodcut
floriated initials, headpiece, tailpiece. 14 quarter to full-page engraved illustrations and 2 engraved plates (one folding)
depicting different species of snakes. Slight age yellowing, tiny repair, occasional light waterstain to blank upper margin
at gutter. A very good, wide margined copy in relatively modern marbled paper boards, gilt label to spine.
Beautifully illustrated and rare first edition of this brief work reporting a curious medical case involving young boy and a snake.
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Born to a distinguished family of physicians of Strasbourg, Melchior Sebisch Jr. (also known as Sebizius, 1578-1671) began
his education under his father, Melchior Sebizius the Elder (1539-1625), doctor, professor and rector in Strasbourg. According
to his biographical accounts, he then studied in 27 different universities, among which he chose the University of Basle for his
graduation in medicine in 1610. Two years later, he succeeded his father as professor of Medicine at the University of Strasbourg,
where he worked 62 years. Due to his outstanding reputation as a physician, he obtained the favour of the Emperor Ferdinand
II, who made him palatine count in 1630.
Learned in all branches of medicine, Sebisch wrote countless works, especially academic dissertations “in which there is more
learning than originality or discovery” (Rees). Nonetheless, this succinct book definitely stands out, as it analyses a mysterious
medical case. One day, a 17-year-old boy consulted Sebisch for stomach pain, weakness, melancholia and epileptic seizures, but
the doctor was unable to diagnose his illness. Some weeks later, on the 8th of April 1617, the boy was found dead in an outhouse
with an exceptionally long, living snakes next to him: a picture of said snake is included in the book, before the appendix. The
image is signed by the Flemish engraver, painter and sculptor Jakob van der Heyden (1573–1645), who worked in Strasbourg
and is most known for his portraits and landscapes. Sebisch describes and examines the situation in detail, enumerating a series
of similar cases and citing the works of ancient physicians, including Hippocrates, Aristotle, Priscianus, Galen and Avicenna, as
well as famous contemporaries, such as Jakob Schegk (1511-1587) and Guillaume Rondelet (1507-1566). The author concludes
that the snake was born into the boy’s intestine, where it grew and lived for an extended period of time causing all the symptoms.
In the end, it crawled out the boy’s body passing through his stomach and throat, thus suffocating him to death.
The volume includes a fascinating appendix in which 13 different species of venomous snakes, mentioned in the ‘Discursus’, are
described and illustrated with attractive engravings. The author outlines the characteristics and dangerousness of each species,
and lists their mentions in literary sources. We find: the Basiliscus, Dryinus, Haemorrhous, Dipsas, Acontias, Cerastes, Serpedon, Cenchrine, Aspis, Vipera, Amphisbaena, Scytala and Hydrus. The most interesting and beautiful images are perhaps those
of vipers: there is an illustration depicting two intertwined, and another one showing a female giving birth.
USTC 2004671; VD 17 14:693628U; Wellcome I, 5902. Not in Graesse, Durling or Heirs of Hippocrates. A. Rees, The
Cyclopaedia, or, a Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Literature (1819).
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27. SUETONIUS.
XII Caesares. Ex vetusto exemplari emendatiores multis locis.
Paris, Robert Estienne, 1543

					

			
£1,750

8vo, pp. (xvi) 352 (iv). Italic letter, small section in Greek. Printer’s device on t-p (a little dusty). Light age yellowing, small
oil splash to first four ll, intermittent light waterstain mainly to some lower margins, repair to upper corner of fly. Marks
in pencil to margins throughout. A good, clean, well-margined copy in C18 French red morocco, covers double gilt ruled,
spine with a palmette decoration at head, tail and on raised bands, fleurons and leaves tools in compartments, gilt title
label, inner dentelles gilt, a little wear to joints. Blue silk bookmark, a.e.g. Bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst (1929-2016).
An excellent and beautifully bound copy of this important edition of Suetonius’ ‘Lives of the twelve Caesars’, printed by Robert
Estienne and considered one of the principal Renaissance editions of this Latin classic.
The text was edited and corrected by Estienne himself on the basis of a ‘vetustum exemplar’, an old manuscript which has been
identified as the famous Codex Memmianus. Copied in Tours in the IX century, the Codex Memmianus is the oldest and best
manuscript of Suetonius that survived, which “may be said to form the basis of the present general text of Suetonius” (Ernesti).
The fine 18th century binding resembles in style the bindings made by Pierre-Paul Dubuisson (1746-1762, for the rich design
of the gilt decoration in the compartments on the spine and of the endpapers) and of Luc-Antoine Boyet (active 1684-1733, for
very similar fleuron on a Boyet’s binding see ‘Bibliothèque Raphaël Esmerian 1972’ No 59, groupe 7).
Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus (AD 69-122) was a Roman historian and biographer. ‘The twelve Caesars’ is his most important
and longest work, containing the biography of Caesar, followed by the biographies of the eleven Roman emperors from Augustus
to Domitian. Popular and praised in antiquity, this work remains a primary source on Roman history. Each biography begins
with the ancestry, followed by early life, political career, physical appearance and private life, a pattern that influenced mediaeval
biographers. As Suetonius was secretary at the imperial palace under Trajan, he was able to consult the imperial archives, although he often followed second-hand sources that make his narrative rich in anecdote and rather gossipy. “There is an account of
Caesar’s crossing the Rubicon, and a detailed narrative of his assassination; mention of his dark piercing eyes and his attempts to
conceal his baldness. Augustus is said to have been short but well-proportioned, with and aquiline nose and eye-brows that met,
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careless in dress, frugal, and sparing in diet … There is a vivid picture of the grotesque appearance of Caligula, of his waywardness and insane cruelties; of the awkward walk, loud guffaw, and stammer of Claudius … The life of Nero reveals much about
his stage displays and his passion for horses … and that of Domitian records his restoration of the libraries which had been burnt
down and his efforts to collect manuscripts.” (Oxford Companion to Classical Literature).
At the end, this edition also includes: a series of brief comments on each biography by the Italian philologist Giovanni Battista
Cipelli, known as Egnazio (1478-1553), a note to the reader reproduced from Erasmus’ edition of this text printed in 1518 and
Egnazio’s translations of a few brief passages in Greek.
USTC 149101; Renouard Estienne 58:11; Adams S2042; Brunet V p. 582; Graesse VI, p. 522; Dibdin II, p. 440. J.A.
Ernesti, Fabr. Bibliotheca Latina, Vol. II (1773).
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28. VON BOSAU, Helmold and VON LÜBECK, Arnold.
Chronica Slavorum.
Lübeck, Literis Jacobi Hinderlingii, Heinrich Bangert (ed.), 1659 			

		

£2,350
FIRST EDITION thus. 4to, pp. (xxiv) 568 (lxiv). Roman and italic letter, some Greek and gothic. Engraved frontispiece
depicting the Slavic gods Radegast, Živa and Perun, t-p within engraved architectural border with standing figures of a
Saxon and a Wend, busts of Henry the Lion (1129-1195) and Saint Vicelinus of Oldenburgh (1986-1154) in roundels
at head and tail. Ink stain to lower edge of 6 ll. and to pp. 527/8 (affecting one word), blank margins of pp. 251-254 a
bit soiled from the press, some deckle edges. A very good, clean copy in contemporary vellum, gilt label. Acquisition note
and prices 1660 to front paste-down.
Important first complete edition of the ‘Chronica Slavorum’ revised from the manuscripts, and the first edited and commented
on by the German philologist and historian Heinrich Bangert (1610-1665). This edition comprises the Slavic chronicles by
Helmold von Bosau and, for the first time, the complete text of the continuation written by Arnold von Lübek with a detailed
commentary. These works by Helmold and Arnold appeared together in two previous editions of 1573 and 1581, both lacking
several chapters of Arnold’s text.
Helmold von Bosau (ca. 1120-1177) was a Saxon historian and priest. His ‘Chronica Slavorum’ describes the Saxon colonisation of the area east of the lower Elbe, in eastern Germany, and the conversion to Christianity of the ‘Wends’ or Polabian Slavs,
namely the Slavic inhabitants of the region. Divided into two books (Liber I and II in this edition), it covers the period from
Charlemagne to c. 1170, and it is the most important source of information regarding the history of this territory in the 12th century. For these chronicles, Helmold relied on the previous accounts of Adam von Bremen and on the verbal testimony of the friend
Vicelinus: represented on the title page, he was a bishop of Oldenburg who contributed with his missionary work to converting
the Slavs. Remarkably, Helmold dedicates several pages to the pagan tribe’s religion, culture and society. He informs us that the
Baltic Slavs believed in a single heavenly God, although ‘otiosus’ (i.e. inactive), but also alludes to a hierarchy of divinities. There
was clearly a certain curiosity in the 17th century for these pagan cults, because three of the major gods are represented in the
beautiful engraved frontispiece of this edition. From left to right, we see: ‘Prono’ or Perun, the god of sky and lightning, ‘Ridegast’
or Radegast, god of hospitality and ‘Siwa’, or Živa, goddess of life and fertility.
The Benedictine abbot Arnold of Lübeck (ca. 1150-1214) extended Helmold’s chronicles from 1171 to 1209, adding five more
books (Libri III-VII in this edition). The main focus is on the history of the Welf dynasty, that Arnold greatly admired: from
Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony, to his son and successor Henry VI and the Wendish Crusade, up to Otto IV. There are also
references to the third and fourth crusades.
Every book is divided into chapters that include a numbered list of contents at the beginning, followed by the text of Helmold or
Arnold and a final section with Bangert’s systematic commentary.
VD17 3:300015H; BL Ger. 1600-1700, H755; Graesse III p. 237; Brunet III, p. 91. Not in USTC.
L3612
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SECOND UNRECORDED IN US
29. WILLIS, Thomas.
Pharmaceuticae Rationalis.
Hagae-Comitis, Arnoldi Leers, 1675

ETTMÜLLER, Michael.
Medecina Hippocratis Chymica Disputationis.		
Leyden, Arnold Doude, 1671							

£2,750
FIRST EDITION of second. 12mo. Pp. (xl) 426 (xii); 112. Roman letter. First work full page engraved frontispiece with
Rosicrucian allegorical figures and writing figure in foreground representing the Royal Society, dated 1674, ornamental
device to tp, ornamental head and tail pieces and initials and three foldout loose plates with medical engravings. Second
work, device and ornamental tail piece. Slight age yellowing, frontispiece a little shaved at fore edge, light water stain to
fore edge of 30 pages of first work, minor water staining to later leaves, light water stains to fold out plates. A good clean
copy in contemp. vellum, green ties, aeb.
Very rare first edition of the second work, and second edition of the first, of these important and rare medical texts on pharmaceutical-chemical and Hippocratic topics respectively by Thomas Willis (1622-75) and Michael Ettmüller (1644-1683). The first
examines the operation of drugs within the human body. The latter part discusses cardio-circulatory issues and the effectiveness
of opioids in drug research. Willis was a founding member of the Royal Society and made ground-breaking observations during
his career including the ‘Circle of Willis’, a circle of arteries on the base of the brain as well as the sweetness of patients urine
when they have diabetes mellitus (previously called Willis’s disease); a chapter of the present work is devoted to this important
discovery.
“One of the great books of seventeenth century English medicine, this is the first scientific work on pharmacology as well as a valuable epitome of the materia medica of the time. Willis describes the sweetish flavour of urine in diabetes melitus, differentiating
between it and diabetes insipidus. He gives a clear account of whooping cough and the first satisfactory figures on the structure
of lungs.” (Heirs of Hippocrates).
Willis was born in Wiltshire and graduated from Christ Church, Oxford in 1642. He practiced medicine from a house opposite
Merton college, writing works including De Fermentatione and De Febribus, as well as important studies on the brain. The
present work discusses modern chemical knowledge and pharmacology and includes attractive medical engravings as well as a
full page allegorical frontispiece. Fold out illustrations of organs are presented with complex diagrams of veins, useful for one
interested in phlebology. Close up images of veins complete with early portrayals of cells compliment Willis’s detailed medical text.
The second work is by the renowned German physician, Michael Ettmüller, who was born and studied medicine at Leipzig.
Following this he went to Wittenberg and proceeded to travel to Italy, France and England. A medical polymath, Ettmüller was
appointed chair of botany at Leipzig, as well as professor extraordinaire of surgery and anatomy. He was a popular and influential lecturer at the university and converted many of his lectures into written treatises on medical and chemical topics. His son
compiled his many publications into a complete works, published in 1708.
Ettmüller, like Willis, was an advocate of chemical research and drugs, writing on intravenous injections and mania sine delirio.
The present work debates the place of Hippocratic medicine in chemistry. Hippocratic medicine seems at odds with the use of
drug related treatments that Ettmüller was advocating, as it is famously passive and believed in the healing, therapeutic power
of nature.
First work: Wellcome 26916360; Waller 10336; This ed. not in Heirs of Hippocrates, Osler, NLM or Garrison Morton.
Second work: Not in Wellcome, Garrison Morton, NLM, Heirs of Hippocrates or Osler. We have been unable to locate
a copy of the first edition in North America; 4 copies are recorded in Continental Europe.
L3681
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THE MOST AUTHORITATIVE WORK ON EXORCISM
30. [WITCHCRAFT].
Thesaurus exorcismorum.
Cologne, Sumptibus haeredum Lazari Zetzneri, 1626							

£2,750
8vo. pp. (xxiv) 1232 (xlii). Roman letter, with Italic. Woodcut printer’s device to t-p, woodcut initials and headpieces.
Title a little dusty, paper a bit softened, upper edge trimmed, affecting running title in places, water stain to upper outer
corner of 2S-2Y 8 and (lighter) last few gatherings. A good copy in contemporary calf, double blind ruled, raised bands,
wanting fly. Later autograph ‘J. Van Kempen’ to front pastedown, contemporary annotation (mostly illegible male names)
to verso of last.
A good copy of the second edition of this important collection of six popular treatises on exorcism written by Franciscans, originally published separately in the 1580s-90s. First printed in 1608 and republished after the codification of exorcism in the ‘Rituale Romanum’ (1614), it became ‘the most authoritative collection of exorcisms of the Renaissance’ and ‘the undisputed reference
for the ritual of Catholic exorcism’ (Maggi, ‘Satan’s Rhetoric’, 103). With their attraction for mystical practices—which even
led to occasional accusations of black magic—Franciscans Observant were the monastic order keenest on exorcisms, as compared
to the Dominicans, who generally occupied official, inquisitorial offices. The first work, ‘Practica exorcistarum’, was written by
the Paduan Valerio Polidori. It begins with a theoretical section on the names of the devil, the exorcist’s behaviour and the nature of demons, proceeding to practical arguments on the phases of exorcisms, touching for instance on confession, the exorcist’s
clothing, readings, blessings or the delivery of a house from the demon. The second and third, ‘Flagellum daemonum’ and ‘Fustis
daemonum’, were the work of Girolamo Menghi (1529-1609), the most renowned exorcist of the time. ‘Flagellum’ focuses on
the exorcist, providing instructions on his behaviour (patience and perseveration, formulas and gestures), the time and place for
exorcisms, and whether they should be carried out privately or publicly. ‘Fustis’ devotes greater room to the nature and power of
demons, including causing illnesses. The fourth, ‘Complementum artis exorcisticae’, was written by the Milanese demonologist
Zaccaria Visconti (d.1600). Interesting are his sections on the physical signs by which one can recognise a person possessed by
a demon, and a long list of herbal remedies in the form of oils, fumes, eye drops, etc., which can be given to ‘indaemoniati’ to
make them expel the demons, for instance, by throwing up or evacuating. The fifth, ‘Fuga Satanae’, was a very popular manual
by Pietro Antonio Stampa. Among the usual practical instructions, he added a section on the ritual burning of effigies (one of
the demon, the other of the agent of the ‘maleficium’), accompanied by the reading of Revelation. The sixth, ‘Manuale exorcismorum’, by Maximilianus Eynatten, is the most practical, being almost entirely devoted to formulas, readings and adjurations
for exorcisms, reported in full, and often several pages long.
Wellcome I, 6272a; BL STC Ger. C17 T301 (1608 ed.); Thorndike VIII, 543 (1608 ed.). Notin Caillet, Graesse and Bib.
Esot. A. Maggi, Satan’s Rhetoric (Chicago, 2001).
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31. ZUBLER, Leonhard.
Novum Instrumentum Geometricum [with] Fabrica et usus instrumenti chorographici.
Basel, Ludwig König, Caspar Waser (tr.), 1607								

£2,950
FIRST EDITIONS thus. 4to, 2 works in one, pp. (x) 58 (ii); (iv) 34 (iv). Roman and italic letter, separate t-ps to each.
T-ps within engraved architectural borders with standing figures of geometers holding instruments, large engraved arms
of Henry Frederick, Prince of Wales (1594-1612) in a cartouche surrounded by female figures and children on versos.
Woodcut floriated initials, printer’s ornaments, headpieces, tailpieces with foliage and masques. 20 attractive over half
page engravings depicting surveying instruments and their application for measuring lands and towns in first work, 13
more in second. A few marginal spots and finger marks, light age yellowing to second work, printer’s ink smudges to upper
outer blank corner of p. 23 of first and small tear to one lower outer blank corner. A good, well-margined copy, crisp and
clean, in contemporary vellum, yapp edges, lacking ties, ms. title and date to spine, a.e.r. Armorial bookplate of Thomas
Francis Fremantle, Baron Cottesloe (1862-1956), to front paste-down.
First Latin editions of two remarkable works illustrating mathematical surveying techniques by Leonhard Zubler (1565-1611).
These translations were made by the theologian and orientalist Kaspar Waser (1565-1625), and they are almost always found
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bound together. The first German editions were also published by Ludwig König the same year.
Zubler was a Swiss instrument maker, engineer, mathematician and goldsmith of Zurich. In these works, he presents and promotes two instruments that he invented. Using numerous artistic illustrations of landscapes with superimposed geometric diagrams, he demonstrates how they can be successfully employed in various situations of practical land surveying. All the beautiful
images were made by the Swiss engraver Dietrich Mayer (1572–1658).
‘Novum instrumentum Geometricum’ is concerned with a new triangulation instrument – represented in a large plate at p. 5
– which measures the distances and angles between the elements of a landscape, as well as their height, width and depth. If the
instrument’s baseline and arms are correctly positioned, these measurements can be read all at once on the scales displayed on it.
This instrument was particularly suited to military use, and the majority of the geometric problems are concerned with warfare.
For example, at p. 13, the author shows a range-finding technique to determine the distance for a cannon ball to a fortress.
Zubler is also credited with introducing the use of the plane table into modern surveying, and his ‘Fabrica et usus instrumenti
chorographici’ is dedicated to presenting this particular instrument. Represented at p. 25, it was provided with a compass for
orientation and a pair of sights. The name given by the author is ‘instrumentum chorographicum’, from the Greek khōros, “place”
and graphein, “to write”. In fact, as he explains, it is especially designed to help describing all geographic areas and everything that
can be found within them: mountains, fortresses, cities, small villages and houses. At p. 17, Zubler shows how to employ it in the
complex technique of a multi-sighting survey. In this work, the focus is on civil surveying; however, the author takes the opportunity to include a military scene (p.27). Zubler’s tools were so sought-after that he decided to open a shop in Frankfurt in 1608.
This copy is from the library of renowned military literature collector Thomas Francis Fremantle, Lord Cottesloe (1862-1956).
Lord Cottesloe acquired one of the most complete collections of military books.
1) USTC 2079574; VD17 39:119348E; Cockle 947; BL German, 1601-1700, Z299; Graesse VII, p. 520. Tomash,
History of Computing, n. Z11. 2) USTC 2066504; VD17 39:119351H; BL German, 1601-1700, Z294; Graesse VII,
p. 520. Tomash, History of Computing, n. Z10.
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32. ZUBLER, Leonhard.
Novum Instrumentum Geometricum, Das ist Kurtzer unnd grundtlicher Bericht, alle Weite, Breite [with] Fabrica
et usus instrumenti chorographici, Das ist Newe Planimetrische Beschreibung.
Basel, Ludwig König, 1607			

						

													

£2,350

FIRST EDITIONS. 4to, 2 works in one, pp. (viii) 65 (iii); (xii) 39 (i). Gothic letter. T-ps in red and black within engraved architectural border with standing figures of geometers holding instruments; large engraved coat of arms of Frederick I of Württemberg (1754-1816) on verso of first t-p, arms of Maximilian von Pappenheim (1580-1639) on verso of
second t-p, both in a cartouche surrounded by female figures. Woodcut floriated initials, printer’s ornaments, headpieces,
tailpieces with foliage and masques. 20 attractive over half page engravings depicting surveying instruments and their
application for measuring lands and towns in first work, 13 more in second. Intermittent age browning and marginal
foxing, occasional marginal finger marks, early minor repair to one lower edge, printer’s ink smudges around 5 engravings
in second. A good copy in modern half vellum with marbled boards, a.e.r. Bookplate of Erwin Tomash (1921-2012) to
front paste-down.
First editions of two remarkable works illustrating mathematical surveying techniques by Leonhard Zubler (1565-1611). Both
these works, almost always found together, were also published by König in a Latin translation the same year. However, these are
more complete, including a note to the reader which does not appear in the Latin versions and have two separate and different
dedications.
Zubler was a Swiss instrument maker, engineer, mathematician and goldsmith of Zurich. In these works, he presents and promotes two instruments that he invented. Using numerous artistic illustrations of landscapes with superimposed geometric diagrams, he demonstrates how they can be successfully employed in various situations of practical land surveying. All the beautiful
images were made by the Swiss engraver Dietrich Mayer (1572–1658).
‘Novum instrumentum Geometricum’ is concerned with a new triangulation instrument – represented in a large plate at p. 6
– which measures the distances and angles between the elements of a landscape, as well as their height, width and depth. If the
instrument’s baseline and arms are correctly positioned, these measurements can be read all at once on the scales displayed on it.
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This instrument was particularly suited to military use, and the majority of the geometric problems are concerned with warfare.
For example, at p. 12, the author shows a range-finding technique to determine the distance for a cannon ball to a fortress.
Zubler is also credited with introducing the use of the plane table into modern surveying, and his ‘Fabrica et usus instrumenti
chorographici’ is dedicated to presenting this particular instrument. Represented at p. 28, it was provided with a compass for
orientation and a pair of sights. The name given by the author is ‘instrumentum chorographicum’, from the Greek khōros, “place”
and graphein, “to write”. In fact, as he explains, it is especially designed to help describing all geographic areas and everything that
can be found within them: mountains, fortresses, cities, small villages and houses. At p. 19, Zubler shows how to employ it in the
complex technique of a multi-sighting survey. In this work, the focus is on civil surveying; however, the author takes the opportunity to include a military scene (p.30). Zubler’s tools were so sought-after that he decided to open a shop in Frankfurt in 1608.
This copy is from the library of computing literature collector Erwin Tomash. An American engineer specialised in computer
technology, he acquired more than five thousand books on calculation, mensuration and related subjects in his library on the
history of computing.
1) USTC 2066527; VD17 12:163928Q; Cockle 947; BL German, 1601-1700, Z297; Graesse VII, p. 520. Ornamentischkatalog Berlin 1713. Tomash, History of Computing, n. Z11. 2) USTC 2066608; VD17 12:163800L; BL German, 1601-1700, Z292; This ed. not in Graesse. Ornamentischkatalog Berlin 1714. Tomash, History of Computing, n.
Z10.					 										
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
• Books will be sent after your cheque or bank transfer has been received.
• Postage and insurance are charged on all parcels unless otherwise specified.
• Payment is due within 14 days of the invoice date.
• If payment is to be made in a currency other than pounds sterling, please add €15 or $15 to
cover bank transfers.
• Books may be returned within 14 days.
• All books remain our property until paid for in full. We reserve the right to charge interest on
outstanding invoices at our discretion.

Sokol Books Ltd
239a Fulham Road London SW3 6HY
Tuesday to Saturday, 11am to 7pm
books@sokol.co.uk
www.sokol.co.uk
Tel: 0207 499 5571 or 0207 351 5119
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